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Glossary 
Aborigine person who identifies themselves to be of Aboriginal origin (ABS Census). 
AIM Aborigines Inland Mission, a fundamentalist Protestant missionary movement with a 
ministxy to many Aboriginal communities in the region. 
artefact physical relic of human activity/thought. 
assimilation culture change of a minority by absorption into a larger group. 
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Board Aborigines Protection Board 1883-1940, Aborigines Welfare Board 1940-1969, the 
government body responsible for the management of indigenous people in the colony, later 
the state, ofNew South Wales. 
billycan or billy cylindrical metal container with wire handle for making tea or boiling water. 
bundi rml/a nulla or Aboriginal wooden club. 
bur bung large gathering hosted by Wiradjuri for ceremonies of initiation into adulthood 
(Mathews 1897). 
camp self-built and self-managed Aboriginal settlement. The term is adopted in its distinct 
colloquial meaning of any shelter or group of shelters that are self-built. Small and large 
camps are respectively referred to as household and community camps. 
clan basic social unit of traditional Aboriginal society. Each clan was separate, occupied a 
separate territory on the ground, was distinguished by a totem, and had its own line of 
patrilineal descent (Radcliffe-Brown 1913). 
coconuts Aboriginal joking slang for people "dark on the outside but white on the inside" (see 
also whities). 
community plan the assumed spatial equivalent of a living community. The arrangement of 
household clusters and community activity zones, along with pathways and empty spaces 
between them (Gibbon 1984: 150). 
contact archaeology archaeology dealing with indigenous people in the period following 
colonisation. 
country land to which Aboriginal people regard themselves as having primary ties (Merlan 
1998: 1 ). Geographic area regarded as territory or home ground to an Aboriginal group. 
creolisation culture change by interaction with a larger cultural group. 
culture in the technical sense, an organising unit assumed in social anthropology. It assumes 
groups of people as units which share a learned behaviour and way of life. Rather than being 
used as an organising concept for studying people, it has rec~ntly become popularly imagined 
as a separate and concrete entity. [Other definitions include: The structure that includes 
lmowledge, belie£: art, morals, law custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by a 
person as a member of society (fylcr 1871: 1). The sum total of the knowledge, attitudes and 
habitual behaviour patterns shared and transmitted by the members of a particular society 
(Linton 1940: 466, Redfield 1953: 85). The accumulation ofnonns, customary beliefs, and 
socialisation patterns which are used in the transmission of knowledge from one generation to 
another (Aiello and Thompson 1980: 108).] 
diachronic referring to a human study involving the time dimension. 
dog-tag Exemption Certificate. 
doolagar/ human-like creature, which lives mainly in densely forested areas. 
ernie referring to interpretations in terms of distinctions made by the members of a particular 
society under investigation. 
ethnic group a people who for physical, linguistic, religious, historical, political or other reasons 
feel themselves to be, or a felt by others to be, a distinct and separate people (Price 1968: 1). 
ethnoarchaeology the study of material relationships within contemporary or historic societies, 
in order to provide tentative explanations of material relationships found in the archaeological 
record (Gibbon 1984: 420). 
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etic referring to interpretations in tenns of distinctions made by a community of outside 
observers, not in terms of distinctions made by members of the society under investigation. 
full-blood old racial term for Aboriginal person from a family without any non-Aboriginal 
ancestors. 
goom "metho"(methylated spirits). 
goomi "metho" drinker. 
government settlement Aboriginal settlement containing structures built by government under 
contract, generally under government agency management. 
great man theory the idea that changes in culture are due to the inventions and new ideas of 
exceptional people (Barnouw 1979: 454). 
goundji, goondie bough shelter fonned by a simple frame of branches covered with bark, 
leaves or grass. Goundji is a word derived from the Wrradjuri language, which in recent use 
has come to mean a any makeshift dwelling or shack. Also known from the Dharuk language 
of the Sydney region as gunyah, in Victoria and Western Australia as mia mia, in Queensland 
as humpy, and in South Australia as wur/ey (Dixon 1990: 199-203). 
half-caste old racial term for Aboriginal person from the first generation of a mixed marriage in 
which one of the parents is non-Aboriginal. 
home range network of spaces that a person uses regularly, is familiar with and f~ls at home 
with. (Brower 1980: 181). Not necessarily a defended space (territory). 
household a person living alone or people who usually reside in a dwelling and eat together. 
Relationships of visitors to one another or to any resident are not considered as part of the 
household. (ABS Census). 
household cluster the assumed spatial equivalent of a household, detected by the concentration 
of house remains, features such as pits, and small artefacts in an archaeological site (W'mter 
1976: 25). 
jurisdiction temporary control of a space where the origin and limits of authority are role-
related (Brower 1980: 181). 
kinship the terms, rules and patterns by which people calculate descent, organise marriage, 
classifY and regard one another as relatives, and as such obtain certain rights and 
responsibilities (Memmott 1991: 20). 
Koori a term used by Aboriginal people for themselves. The term is not used in the text in any 
technical sense but as a convenient way of referring to contemporary Aboriginal people of 
southeastern (i.e. "settled") Australia, to distinguish them from Aboriginal populations of 
"remote" Australia, which contain "full-blood" Aboriginal descendants and which are 
commonly regarded as being more "traditional" culturally. Koori came from the Awabakal 
language of the Newcastle area and spread through NSW and Victoria (Dixon 1990: 169). 
mission word adopted by Aboriginal English to mean any Aboriginal settlement self-contained 
from the white community. Government mission or government settlement used for secular 
institutions which were Aboriginal reserves with government funded buildings. 
mixed-blood old racial term for person of mixed ancestry. Aboriginal person of part-European 
descent. 
Mudjam (budjam) local Aboriginal name in Brungle for Pine Mountain. Affectionate term in 
Wrradjuri language that links dreamings (Smith and Sykes: 5). 
mudji Wrradjuri word for animal totem adopted at initiation (Vmce Bulger). 
munku also puulpi or galingaar a type of sausage, made from the cleaned gut of sheep, 
kangaroo or emu (Max Johnson). 
pattern-book design standardised building or settlement design, widely repeated. 
part-Aboriginal Aboriginal person of part European descent. 
pepperpotting town house planning practice of interspersing Aboriginal with white housing. 
personal space mechanism for achieving a desirable spacing between one person and another 
(Brower 1980: 180). 
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reconstruction of a settlement. A model, usually in the form of a scale drawing, that combines 
all the known and inferred elements of the site, for a particular time-frame. 
settlement pattern the number, size, and spatial distribution of the entire range of sites that a 
people occupied (Gibbon 1984: 221). 
settled Australia a term coined by Charles Rowley (1970) for Aboriginal populations in places 
of early European settlement, geographically distinguished from Aboriginal populations in 
places oflater European settlement referred to as remote Australia. 
settlement system functional role and pattern of integration of each of a people's communities 
within a systemic model (Flannery 1976: 162). 
site a place where human activity is identifiable. 
slush lamp or fat lamp small, covered tin containing fat or oil with a rag wick. 
social organisation the way people actually interact within a community; their patterns of 
actual observable behaviour. Patterns of actual social relations resulting from the social 
structure of a culture (Gibbon 1984: 150). 
social structure system of expected behaviours that structure interpersonal relationships within 
a community, system of ideas and rules within cultures about preferred or accustomed social 
relations (Gibbon 1984: 150). 
station A grazing property, or an Aboriginal Station settlement run by the Aborigines 
Protection Board ofNew South Wales as a partly self-sufficient farming operation. 
super ceremony social concentration at a European settlement acting as an attractant for further 
Aboriginal settlement. Ethnographic analogy with traditional ceremonies which amalgamated 
small and dispersed groups into one large social gathering (Baker 1990). 
super waterhole supply of food, consumer goods and services drawing Aboriginal groups into a 
European settlement. Ethnographic analogy with waterholes in the arid inland acting as 
attractants for Aboriginal groups (Lee and DeVore 1968). 
synchronic referring to a human study at one time period. 
system a set of units with relationships between them. 
technology the material equipment and technical knowledge components of a human economy 
(Bohannan 1963: 211). 
territoriality relationship between an individual or group and a particular physical setting , that 
is characterised by a feeling of possessiveness, and by attempts to control the appearance and 
use of the space (Brower 1980: 180). A defended space (Morris 1978: 126). 
tribe cluster of clans, distinguished by "possession of a name, a language, and a defined 
territory" (Radcliffe-Brown 1913: 144). 
vici subwb, outside a Roman military settlement. 
villa miseria shanty town ofLatin America. 
wagga a type of bedroll blanket self-sewn from bag cloth and rags. 
whities white joking slang for upwardly socially mobile Aboriginal town settlers (see coconuts). 
Wiradjuri in this work Wrradjuri has been used without the definite article. The purpose of 
avoiding the phrase "the Wrradjuri" is to eliminate the idea that there is any simple 
homogeneity of identification, views or understandings about what it means to be Wrradjuri 
or how one claims to be Wrradjuri. It is also to make it clear that the author makes no claim 
to speak for or represent all Wrradjuri and follows similar practise for referring to 
Ngun(n)awal in Peterson and Carr 1998: 10). 
Wiradjuri region the geographic area (variously defined) ofWrradjuri Aboriginal ianguage 
speakers at the time ofEuropean settlement. In the present work, the region is taken for 
convenience as the area of central New South Wales identified as Wrradjuri tribal territory in 
Dr. Tindale's tribal map (1974). 
world view a term coined by Robert Redfield (1955: 81-95) to describe a community's ethos or 
outlook on life; the way people characteristically look out upon the world. 
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Appendix 1 Artefact Records 
Data Base By Site 
A number of the places studied have artefact compilation and household listing into a data base. 
The sites are coded in the data base as follows: 
Code Site Name /period /main Aboriginal collaborant 
• Murrumbidgee River system sites 
MOl Russell hut near Rye Park I980s-1940s (with Elma Pearsall) 
M02 Lane hut near Rye Park 1890s-1960s (with Elma Pearsall) 
M03 Carroll hut near Rye Park I890s-1940s (with Elma Pearsall) 
M04 Camping reserve nr Rye Park (Pudman, Flakene.y Creek), 1890s-1940s (E. Pearsall) 
MOS Oak Hill camp, Y ass 1880s-1980s (with Agnes Shea, Hilary Crawford, Don Bell) 
M06 Yass"Blacks' Camp" 1890s-1940s (with Hilary Crawford, Coral Kennedy, Agnes Shea) 
M07 HoL:ywood govt. settlement Yass 1930s-19S0s (with Hilary Crawford, Agnes Shea) 
M08 Brungle station "old mission" 1930s-19SS (with Vmce Bulger) 
M09 Brungle artefacts in collections (private SOl, public S02) 
MIO Brungle camp 19SS-1980s (with Reg Russell) 
Mil Penrith household hut near Brungle to 1960s 
M12 Grong Grong "old mission" farming reserve 1890s-191S 
M13 Woolscour reserve, Narrandera (with Neville Lyons) 
M14 Narrandera Sandhills cr .. np 191S-1938 (with Ossie Ingram, Neville Lyons) 
MIS Hill60 households 1930s-present (refer Mumnnbidgee: 113) 
M16 Warangesda Mission Aboriginal hut area, 18~0-1924 surface coil. to local museum 
M17 WarangesdaMission site I8SO-I924, other than hut area 
MIS Darlington Point Police reserve camp 1920s-1960s (refer Kabaila 1993: 71-8) 
Ml9 Wattle Hill camp 1940s-1960s (with Norma and James Morgan, Joyce Ingram) 
M20 The Rock, pre-European artefacts at the Gap 
• Lachlan River system sites 
L01 Erambie red hut households c1940s (with Agnes Coe) 
L02 Erambie 1949 fibro/weatherboard bigs. (with Esther Cutmore) 
L03 Erambie 1996 households (with Esther Cutmore) 
L04 Jack Irons hut near Erambie early 1900s to 1960s 
LOS Gooloogong camp c1940s including households (with Agnes Coe) 
L06 Murie camp near Condobolin 1940s-1960s (with Charlie Coe, Ruth Coe) 
L07 Murie camp site pre-European artefact scatter (vehicle tracks at S20) 
LOS Blind Creek, adjacent to Murie camp, pre-Europecm artefact scatter (at S21) 
L09 Carowra Tank 1880s-1930s (with Topsy Clark, Essie King, Max Johnson) 
LIO Mudda Rocks Waterhole, pre-European artefact scatter (with Irene Melrose) 
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• Macquarie River system sites 
MaOl Springs camp near Orange 1930s-1940s households (with Joyce Williams) 
Ma02 Wellington Town Common 1950s-1970 households (Rose Chowne, Tilly Hill) 
Ma03 Wellington district Aboriginal artefact private collection (Peter Sear) 
Ma04 Bell Bridge camp Wellington 1930s-1940s households (with Joyce Williams) 
Ma05 Bushranger's Creek camp 1950s (with Ethel Baxter, Irene Daley) 
Ma06 Talbragar govt. settlement households 1930s-1950s (with Ruby McGuiness) 
Ma07 Bulgandramine govt. settlement near Peak Hil11890s-1940s (with Ray Keed) 
Ma08 Bulgandramine, pre-European artefacts, grindstones and 4 sq.m. sample scatter 
Ma09 Bottom Hill camp near Peak Hill, households 1940s-1960s (with V aida Keed) 
MalO Bottom Hill camp hut dumps 1940s-1960s, bulldozed into heaps 
Key 
The columns in the artefact record spreadsheets are fairly self-explanatory, and take the 
following form: 
Site - each site is given a code, eg Ml =Russell hut near Rye Park. 
Location - ususally a location within a household cluster, eg H03 =household number 3, or 
within a site feature eg 804 =site feature number 4. 
Artefact - a reference number assigned to artefact within a site. 
Code - a functional category assigned to each artefact, there are 26 categories, one for each 
letter of the aphabet (for fuller elaboration refer Murrnmbidgee: 9-l 0, Lachlan: 15, and the 
thesis chapter on "Domestic Refuse and Daily Life". 
Age - a time period assigned to each artefact. There are 6 nominated time periods: Ab, Col, E20, 
M20, L20, REC (refer Murrnmbidgee: 9-l 0 for elaboration). 
Material - This is a summary of what material item the artefact may represent, eg. a piece of a 
flue may be listed as representing a chimney. 
Description - Notes including dimensions in millimetres, initials of oral informants, and several 
abbreviations such as "E-ware" for earthenware, "E-transfer" for Staffordshire type 
earthenware of monochrome trarlSder pattern, "cl." for clear, "poss" for possibly. 
In addition, two artefact scatters were recorded on. a modified version of the artefact record 
spreadsheet that provides columns for length/width/thickness measurements in millimetres, 
number of negative flake scars, and class of stone artefact (i.e. whether primary, secondary or 
tertiary artefact). 
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Russell hut near Rye Park 1980s-1940s 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
481 M01 IAA hut Russell hut near Rye Park c1890s-1940s (with Elma Pearsall) 
482 M01 1 A E20 [platform Largest remaining floor platform approx 70DOx1DOOOm 
483 M01 2A E20 [planting Old pine tree, remains of burnt out tree bole, trunk about 2000 diam 
484 M01 3 A E20 ~aterhole lnfilled waterhole, dry, 4000diamx1000d 
485 M01 4A E20 [plantinQ Recent pine tree, 1400diam 
486 M01 SA E20 [planting Fruit tree, 3S0diam, SOOOh 
487 M01 6IA E20 [Qiatform Indistinct flatter area about SOOOx9000 
488 M01 7IA E20 [platform !Area possibly 3000x5000 
489 M01 alA E20 [path Ground lowered by about 100, ab1ut 1 OOOwidth 
490 M01 9IA E20 [platform iAreaJ>ossibly 2000x3000 
491 M01 10 lA E20 'plantinq Flower bulbs pass Qarden bed about 1 000x3000 
492 M01 11 lA E20 'post Stump 1SOdiam, SOh 
493 M01 12 lA E20 1QOSI Charred_Qoss post splinters on Qround on raised floor platform corner 
494 M01 13 lA E20 step Concrete block pass threhold step 81 Ox220x130 
495 M01 14 lA E20 bricks 12 buried broken bricks 
496 M01 1S lA E20 beam lrimber pass floor bearer or beam in Qround, 180w 
497 M01 16 lA E20 stove Stove cast iron plate fra_g, 27Dx3SOx1 0 
498 M01 17 lA E20 post Post mold with traces of rotted post 1S0diam 
499 M01 18 lA E20 edginQ Edging made of upturned wine bottles 1xPenfolds, 1x1918, 2x1927 
500 M01 19 lA E20 paving Flat rock pass floor _!)_aver 1SOx400 
501 M01 20 A E20 pavinQ Flat rock pass floor paver 400x400 
502 M01 21 A E20 post Post stump 1SOdiamx1 DOh 
503 M01 22 A E20 fence Pass fence post stump, rectangular 1 OOx18Dx1SOh 
504 M01 23 lA E20 beam Pass floor bearer or beam, mainly buried 
505 M01 24 lA E20 floor Rectangular concrete floor slab 900x600 
506 M01 2S A E20 flue Fireplace flue, rivetted flat tin sheets 17001, 600x600base, 200x200 top 
507 M01 26 A E20 bottle Clear_glass screw top cordial bottle: Kiaora 
508 M01 2"1 A E20 post Post stump 200diam level with ground 
509 M01 28 A E20 post Post stump 300x1SO rectangular, 200h, pass gate or shed door post 
510 M01 29 A E20 post Depression 600diamx100d, pass post hole 
511 M01 30 A E20 post Pass post depression, indistinct 
512 M01 31 A E20 platform Indistinct area of green grass, pass nutrients from chicken pen floor 
513 M01 32 A E20 ence Fence post in ground, half buried pieces 
514 M01 33 !:)~ E20 fence Fence _Q_ost stump, 200x1 00x300h 
515 M01 34 A E20 ~ence Fence _p_ost stump 18Dx1 00x1 DOh 
516 M01 3S A E20 [platform Drainage lines around indistinct poss shed platforn.:! 
517 M01 36 A E20 post Post stur.~p level with ground 1SOdiam 
518 M01 37 A E20 post Poss post hole depression 300diamx1SOd 
519 M01 38 A E20 post Poss_QOst hole depression 20Ddiamx100d 
520 M01 39 lA E20 vase Base sherd 120diam·vase, cobalt blue cl glass, moulded radial design 
521 M01 40 lA E20 fence Recent steel st;~r picket wire fence 
522 MD1 41 lA E20 bottle Uptumed as garden edging, NSW Bottle Co 1918 
523 M01 42 lA E20 house IR.ussell's later house, purchased & transported to present site 1940s 
Lane hut near Rye Park 1890s-1960s 367 
Site Lac Art Code Age Material DescriEtion 
524 M02 ~ hut Lane hut near Rye Park c1890s-1960s (with Elma Pearsall) 
525 M02 H01 1 ~ M20 household K.G: Les Lane's earth hut and sulky shelter 
526 M02 H01 21 M20 I posts Remains of sulky shelter, 2 posts and wire ties, artefacts inc dri!Y_Qarts 
527 M02 H01 3~ M20 hut Earth hut with partJycoii'!QSed_Q_ole frame roof 
528 M02 H01 4J M20 planting lrhicket of deciduous trees, several flowerillfl_ trees and shrubs. 
529 M02 H01 SA M20 artefacts ~rtefact scatter, household refuse and farm objects, not recorded 
Carroll hut near Rye Park 1890s-1940s 
Site Lac Art Code Age Material Description 
530 M03 ~ M20 hut Carroll hut near &e Park c1890s-1940s _{with Elm a Pearsall}_ 
531 M03 H03 1 ~ M20 household KG: Last occupied by Victor & Violet Carroll, cSO years since they left 
532 M03 H03 20 M20 fireplace 12 low stone rubble mounds, 1m diam each, 4m ap_art 
53_3 M03 H03 3D M20 oven Cast-iron oven, collaQ_sed, stove tqQ860 x 460 
534 M03 H03 416_ _tM20 [QOSt-tie Fencing wire post tie 
i 535 M03 H03 SG M20 bed !Wire netting, pass from hand-made bed 
Camping res0rve near Rye Park 1890s-1940s 
Site Lac Art Code Age Material Description 
536 Mu4 M M20 camp Campiflg reserve near ~-e Park (Pudman, Flaken~ Cree]11890s-1940s 
537 M04 80i 1 ~- M20 klump 12os-40s bottles, 1 adult 1 baby enamelwa.-e c.hamber pot, buggy lamp 
538 M04 802 2IA M20 ldump 50s beer bottles, gal waterp_ail with fencing wire handle, prob Russell's 
539 M04 803 3!A M20 hut 12 posts with axe notches, fireplace stone mound, bottle dumQ 
Oak Hill camp, Yass 1880s-1980s 368 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
540 MOS M camp Oak Hill camp Yass 1880s-1980s (Agnes Shea, Hilary Crawford, Don Bell 
541 MOS H01 1 G M20 bed Bed ends, steel pipe with cast fittinqs. 
542 MOS H01 2K L20 pitcher Pitcher,enamelled stee( white with blue handle, 110d, 170h. 
543 MOS H01 3V.. REC (jump Reinforced cone dump approx half ton. 
544 MOS H01 4D L20 hearth Fireplace remains, mach made pressed clay, mound 1 x 2 x 0.3h. 
545' MOS H01 sV.. M20 cladding Hut cladding, 5 flattened kero tin sheets, nail holes, 2 distinct scatters 
546 MOS H01 6G L20 bed Foldinq sinqle bed, rusted, c1950s. 
547 MOS H01 7lr L20 lplantinq Remains of garden hedge, 'silver bush', 5 clumps. 
548 MOS H01 8~ L20 [planting Fruit trees including self sown, plums and nectarines. 
549 MOS H01 9 E L20 ~ump Mainly_beer bottles 1950s-1960s date stamped, rusted food cans. 
550 MOS H01 10 c L20 condiment Pick-Me-Up sauce, 1951, amber, qlass stopper, 55d 230h. 
551 MOS H01 11 H REC oy Doll's leg, plastic. 
552 MOS H01 12 H L20 [pram CrushedQram frame, brass fittinos. 
553 MOS H01 13 s M20 E-painted Bowl with small duck-shooting scene, 120 d: Meakin, Enqland. 
554 MOS H01 14 F L20 medicine Small amber ointment bottle, 40x25 base, 90h. 
555 MOS H01 15 F L20 medicine Cylindrical clear glassQill jar, for cork sto_pper, 25d, 65h. 
556 MOS H01 16 E L20 E-olain ~hole teacup, broken, cream: Biltons MADE IN ENGLAND. 
557 MOS H01 17 E M20 cup lreacup handle, E-cream. 
558 MOS H01 18 A M20 household !rom Brown 30s, Wally Bell & Christine Brown & family 50s to 70s 
559 MOS H02 19 A L20 cladding Hut claddinq, 4 ripple-iron sheet fraqments, nail holes. 
560 MOS H02 20 c L20 enamelled Mug, plate 220d, 2 mixing bowls 200d, blue pot 200d, all rusted. 
561 MOS H02 21 s L20 fence Farm machine axles, 2, used as fence p_osts. 
562 MCJ5 H02 22 G L20 bed Bed mattress, woven wire, and part of frame. 
563 MOS H02 23 N L20 ub rtvash tubs: 2 small at 450d x 200h, 1 large 600d, buried. 
564 M05 H02 24 K L20 bucket Water bucket with handle. 
565 M05 H02 25 I E20 buqgy Buqqy parts, 1 wrought part 24d, 850x450 overall, 2 leaf sprinqs. 
566 M05 H02 26 I L20 car Ford Customline sedan c1953. 
567 M05 H02 27 A L20 cladding Hut cladding sheet, ripple-iron with 230w window cutout. 
568 M05 H02 28 A L20 cladding Hut cladding,10 flattened kero tin sheets, nail holes. 
569 M05 H02 29 B L20 in Can, Robur Tea, base 130x85, squashed dimensions 150wx170h. 
570 M05 H02 30 u E20 lamp Buggy lamp, brass and tln, 170 x 90 overall: .... HEAD LIGHT. 
571 M05 li02 31 Q L20 ool Tools, broken axe head, small size masonry trowel. .. -
572 M05 H02 32 E L20 ~ump Light scatter of rusted cans and mainly_ beer bottle fragments. 
573 MOS H02 33M L20 loan Sanitarv pan (shit can), 350d, 360h. 
574 MOS H02 34 0 L20 rap Rabbit trap 
575 MOS H02 35 w L20 lplantinq Fruit trees, including self-sown, plums and nectarines. 
576 MOS H02 36 E E20 ale bottle Fragm,~nt of 'black bottle', common pre-1920s, from quarry rim. 
577 MOS H02 37 E E20 bott1e1 Fraoment of clear glass, manqanese colouring (Jlllrple), from quarrv rim 
578 M05 H02 38lA M20 household Ned Connolly & Dot Bulger 30s, area pass. also occupied 1890s 
579 M05 H03 39 D M20 oven Camp_ oven lid, broken: CARRON 141N C. OVEN 
580 M05 H03 40 D L20 ~tove Wood stove front, 700 x 450, broken, enamelled door. 
581 M05 H03 41 K L20 ank Water tankgalv carr sheet fre~gment, from tank approx 900 x 1200. 
582 MOS H03 42 I E20 bugqy Buggy parts, sprinq and shackle 11801, wheel hub, 2 leaf springs. 
583 M05 H03 43 H E20 cot Cot frame fragment, cast iron. 
584 M05 H03 44 E L20 enamelled Mixinq bowl, oreen rim 170d, mllfl, brown tea kettle. 
-
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
585 M05 H03 45 I M20 car Plymouth sedan 1939. 
586 MOS H03 46 ~ L20 cladding Hut cladding, 20 flattened kero tin sheets, nail holes. 
587 M05 H03 47 ~ L20 claddinQ Hut claddinQ, flat tin: VACUUM OIL CO TIN MADE IN AUSTRALIA 
588 M05 H03 48 K L20 tank Water tank gav corr 850d x 1200h. 
·-589 M05 H03 49 Q L20 ool Steel file. 
·-
590 M05 H03 50 G L20 bed Bed spring mattress, rusted. 
591 M05 H03 51 H L20 [pram Baby pusher frame, c1960s. 
592 M05 H03 52 A L20 ~ump 1 ton soil dump_ from new house excavation, cer.and bottle frag's. 
593 M05 H03 53 c L20 utensil Tea straining spoon. 
594 M05 H03 54 s L20 vase Broken vase, E-coloured, 'phlem green', c1930s. 
595 M05 H03 55 D L20 chimney ChimnE)y flue made of tin sheet and fencing wire, 9601 x 230w x 139d. 
596 M05 H03 56 0 M20 k:lun Double barrelled shotgun muzzle, 8101. 
597 M05 H03 57 F REO medicine White glass ointment jar, screwtop lid, 40d x 40h. 
598 M05 H03 58 N L20 copper Laundry copper, sguashed. 
599 MOS H03 59 M L20 /pan Gal sanitary pan (shit bucket). 
600 MOS H03 60 N L20 Ub Large wash tub 600d. 
601 MOS H03 61 N L20 copper Folded steel stand _possibly_ for laundry cqgper. 
602 MOS H03 62 ~ L20 /plantil}g Fruit trees includiQfL self-sown,_Biums and nectarines. 
603 M05 H03 63 E M20 cup ITea cup handle,cream coloured, E-plain. 
604 M05 H03 64 if L20 button Button from woman's frock, white flowerQattern,_glastic, 20diam. 
605 MOS H03 65 0 M20 rap Rabbit trap, very rusted. 
606 MOS H03 66 E L20 ale bottle Beer bottle, 1958 date stamped. 
607 M05 H03 67 ~ M20 household Ray Bell & Alice Bujger 1930s 
608 M05 H03 68 c E20 kettle Broken, cast-iron, 1 kg, 150 diam base: A. Kenrick & Sons 4 Pints No1 
609 M05 H03 76 F L20 medicine Bottle, cl glass, screw top, poss olive oil, 45diam x 130h x 13 diam top 
610 M05 H03 77E L20 bottle Softdrink, cl, Duddlestones of Yass, 60 diam x 215h x 17 crown seal top 
611 M05 H03 78 F L20 bottle !Amber_gl, 24diam x 80h x 9screw toQ, lnecto brand hair cjye 
612 MOS H04 69~ M20 household ~lee Bell & Bertha McGuiness 30s, Eric Bell 50s, Dixie Bums 80s 
613 MOS H05 70 lA M20 household Laddie Bell & Lucy Cooper 30s 
614 MOS H06 71 ~ M20 household !Vince Bulger & Violet Freeman, Vince Jnr, ~gnes, Oath, Peter, Marfi 30s 
615 M05 H07 72 ~ M20 household Frank "Goung" Brown & Sarah Freeman 30s 
616 MOS H09 73A M20 household Frank Bulger & Grace Lewis 30s 
617 M05 H10 74 A M20 household brothers Bob & Benny Lewis 30s 
618 MUS H11 75!<\_ M20 household King Brown & Josie Carroll 50s 
Yass "Blacks' Ca1np" 1890s-1940s 370 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
619 M06 AA 0 ~mp Yass "Blacks Camp_" 1890s-1940s, HilarY Crawford, Coral Kennedy_ 
620 M06 H01 1 V>. M20 household CB: Mr & Mrs Bell daughter Jean and 2 bo_ys. 
621 M06 H01 2~ M20 errace Cut into hillside, 8 x Sm, overgrown with brambles and creepers. 
622 M06 H02 3IA M20 household ~B: Sisters Christine & Ivy Brown, huts next to each other. 
623 M06 H02 4~ M20 errace ~ut into hillside, 7 x 4m overgrown with long grass. 
624 M06 H02 sw M20 lplantino iAPJlle tree,__Q_oss. 30yrs old 300diam, sweet apples. 
625 M06 H02 6K M20 bucket Gal steel water pail, bullet hoit:s. 
626 M06 H02 7U REC tool Fruit picker nr fruit tree shei'lr blade mounted to wood broom handle 
627 M06 H02 8~ COL ence Stone fence 0.5 x 12m recent part removal JlOss. old shee_Q_hurdle. 
628 M06 H02 9 w ~OL 'pit Stone lined square pit 1 x 1 x1 m deeJ)L_poss old well. 
629 M06 H02 10 lA 1M2o k:ladding !Gat flat tin sheet nail holes. 
630 M06 H02 111G 1M2o bed Fragment 3/4 Elizabeth bed frame, steel rod with cast iron fittir:!fl_. 
631 M06 H02 12 N 1M2o ub !Gal wash tub, 450diam x 150d squashed. 
632 M06 H03 13IA [M20 household lcB: Mary Kenned:t {nee Brown), grand-dat.Jghter Coral Beasl~ 
1\33 M06 H03 14IA M20 !play item Rock used as a seat next to house natural granite boulde OOdiam. 
6M M06 H03 15~ 1M2o lvard Fenced :tard with turkey & chicken run, fruit trees, child's swing. 
635 M06 H03 161J [M20 !planting Frank Brown's cherry grove and hut near or ac1i_acent to H7_y_ard 
636 M06 H03 17!A [M20 errace ~ut Into hillside, 9 x 6m, flat earth base, brambles in middle of terrace. 
637 M06 H03 18lA M20 !cladding Flat tin scrBQ_ with nail holes. 
638 M06 H03 19lA 1M2o !scatter 1 sherd fibro sheet 2 sherds clear bottle Jl(ass. 
639 M06 1Ho3 20 lA 1M2o !planting !Rose bramble_patch In middle nf terrace, self-sown. 
640 M06 H04 21 lA 1M2o household lcB: Alfie Merritt and wife 2 boys, 1 girt. 
641 M06 IHo4 22~ 1M2o errace !cut Into hillside 7 x 3.5m long grass, 2 poss. fireplace mounds_iCEn. 
642 M06 1!;04 23 D 1M2o hearth laroken clay brick, poss hearth. 
643 IMoa IHo5 24IA IM_20 !household tram Brown (jnr) and wife. 
644 M06 H05 25 ~ 1M2o errace !cut into hillside 7 x 3m long grass. 
645 M06 IH06 2e1Y 1M2o hurch HC: Seventh Day Adventist 'mission' church location. 
646 IMoa 1!;06 27 lA 1M2o errace !Gently sloping ground at approximate church location. 
647 M06 H06 28 lA 1M2o !scatter !Artefacts washed onto rock outcrop below_QQ_ss church location 
648 M06 IHoa 29IA M2o ~all 10 bullet head nails, 25 and 50 long, bent and straight. 
649 M06 IHoo 30 G 1M2o buggy lsharbe keeper off a buggy, cast iron. 
650 M06 [H06 31 A_ 1tv12o cladding !Rusted fragments of flattened tin nail holes. 
651 M06 koo 1 32 E 1M2o bottle 10 clear_gtass sherds Incl. 1 base sherd 60diam. 
652 M06 IHoe 33 E 1M2o bottle 13 green glass sherds. 
653 M06 1!;06 34 c M20 plate 1 sherd, E-white, floral relief. 
654 M06 H06 35 c M20 bowl 9 sherds, Par-white incl. 1_plate rim 1 bowl rim. 
655 M06 H06 36 D M20 pot 2 cast iron sherds, 2.5th. 
656 M06 H06 37 D M20 lighter 1 fragment steel mechanism. ~oss. hand stove l_lg_hter. 
657 t.noo H06 38 E M20 medicine 1 sherd small bottle or drinkil}gJJjass 1thick manganese coloured. 
658 MOO H06 39 b REC bullet Poss. post-1930s rabbit shooters rifle shell, .22 cal. Short, rim fired. 
659 M06 H07 40 lA M20 !household iHc:Hector Pitman & Connie Nelson's hut. 
660 IM06 ko1 41 lJ M2o lolanting ~B: Frank Brown's small cherry orchard row of trees. 
661 !Moa !;o1 42 ~ 1M2o errace lcutlnto hillside, 1 x 4, long grass. 
662 IM06 iHo7 43 lA M20 !planting Sloping hillside cherry garden location unclear. 
663 Moa H08 44 D M20 !oral trad HC:Tom Brown and wife Delicha, children Ossle and King. 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description --664 M06 HOB 45 I.A. M20 errace ~ut into hillside, 10 x 7 flat earth base, ~oss house built after Coral left. 
665 M06 HOB 46 F REC ~earth QQ_en campsite fireplace 600diam circle of stones. 
666 M06 Has 47~ M20 ltlearth !clump of burnt clav in brambles south of terrace, ~oss. house fire~lace 
667 M06 H03 48 F M20 medicine Kruscheo,.Salts Jar old people's dailv med. 2 teas. with bart~ water 
668 M06 HOB 49 R M20 picture 1 shard clear flat glass 1.5thick on terrace, pass framing glass 
669 M06 HOB 50 A, M20 [Qiaddi!!ll j(lal flat sheet scrap, nail holes bullet holes. 
670 M06 HOB 51 v.. M20 ent [ent_e_eg,150iong, fencinQ wire. 
671 M06 HOB 52IC M20 lmate ~Jllate base sherds Par-white. 
672 MOS HOS 53 D M20 lhook Pot hanging hook fencing wire. 
673 MOS [Has 541Q M20 !spoon Plated teaspoon rusted out. 
674 MOS H08 55 F M20 !medicine 1 shard, dark blue clear glass heavilv hydrated. 
675 MOS HOS 56 I ~0 lear !Fragment of mud chain. 
676 M06 HOB 57 I M20 ~on ~£1g_on harness coupling piece. 
677 MOS HOB 58 K 1M2o ank !Part of water tank 600 x 600 corruoated gal rivets and lead solder. 
678 MOS HOB 59 E M20 bottle 12 shards clear and amber bottle fragments. 
679 MOS HOS 60 ~- M20 plate ~ sherds, 2 E-white 1 "Staffordshire transfer" pattern brown. 
680 MOS HilS 61 ~ M20 12]antil}9_ Rose brambles in hedge forrnati,n, pass. alol}g_ old yard fence-line. 
681 MOS HOS 62 fA. M20 ~catter 14 scatters each 1sq.m, below bramble hedge. 
682 MOS HOB 63 H E20 f!:J_ [g_ast iron wheel fraQment pass. doll pram. 
683 M06 H09 
. 
64 fA. M20 llousehold IOccuJ."ants unknown 
684 MOS H09 65 I.A._ [M20 errace IG_ut Into hillside 7 x 3.5, lonQ grass. 
685 MOS H09 66 fA. M20 !scatter g_ scatters each 0.5sq.m below terrace. 
686 MOS [Hog 67 iJ [M20 !Planting Fruit tree 600diam, confined by natural boulders beside terrace. 
687 IMoa Ho9 68 [A M20 19!addii}Q_ 1 machine cut tin sheet 6 small rusted out flattened tin frag's nail holes. 
688 [Mas [Hog S9 IE 1M2 a medicine 1 neck, clear glass, square or hex. bottle, cork stoppered cough med. 
689 MOS [Hog 70 ~ IV M20 !Plate 1 rim sherd E-coloured painted blue stripe dinner plate. 
690 MOS H09 71 ~- 1M2o jcllp 1 base shard, Par-white. 
691 M06 !Has 72 v.. M20 ~indow 1 sherd, clear window glass air bubbles, 3thlck. 
692 MOS [H09 73 I 1M2 a Is hoe ~hoe leather small eyelets for silk laces women's style 1890s -1930s. 
693 IMoa !Ho9 74 II;_ M20 it>Qttle 1 base sherd clear nlass, poss soft drink: Remains ... H&A GEBEY. 
694 M06 H10 75 iP. M20 errace [g_ut Into hillside, occupants unknovm 
695 [Mas H11 76 fA. 1M2o errace Q_ut Into hillside occupants 1Jnknown 
696 IMos H12 77 ~- [M20 household HC: Joe Walker & Marv Grosvenor's hut 
697 M06 H12 78 ~ M20 OOtil}g_S ~one f~tinQ remnant 3m x 1m 
698 MOS H12 79 fA. 1M2 a errace Q_ut in hillside, la~e area approx 4m x 12m 
699 ~_Q§_ I:!~~ ~Q.. ~-- ~~Q ~-~'ll !!:asL HC:.!~l.i!~.E~9h_!!m & Lyn Duncan's hut 
-··-- -~--
700 M06 S01 81 ~'-{'flO ~catter Poss. remains of house dump for H1, art~acts ex_p_osed ~car track 
701 M06 601 82 v.. M20 ~addif!!t 10 flattened tin and gal stieetscraes with 11ail holes. 
702 M06 ~01 83 D M20 ~tove ~tee I sheet ooss. stove door 450 x 275 'Nilh c.iron knob 50diam. 
703 M06 so1 84 II_ M20 [stud Brass stud women's corset fastening e1'l'lbedded in vehicle track. 
704 !Mas ~01 85 IF M2o medicine 1 sherd clear purple glass poss. ointment Jar. 
705 M06 ~01 8S Jr. M20 lbowl 1 rim sherd Per-white. 
706 1Mo6 ~01 87 E M20 !bottle !Glass sherds aoorox 50 in vehicle track. 
707 IMoa ~01 . 88 IC M2o ~eramlcs [g_eramic sherds aoorox 50 In vehicle track. 
708 !Moo ~01 89 IN 1M2o ~aterhole lcB: Clothes washinn area beside stone liver terraces. 
372 
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709 M06 S01 99 H M20 marble 2 clay marbles 17&13diam 12g. HC: used to be painted different colours 
. 710 M06 ~01 100 u M20 in Kero tin lid: BENZINE VACUUM OIL CO PTY LTD 
711 M06 so1 101 b M20 urreen 1 sherd E-transfer brown floral, moulded poss tureen approx 220diam 
712 M06 S01 102 H M20 ricycle ~teel bar frame 22 x 6 cast iron fittinos rivetted construction 4301 
713 M06 ~01 103 D M20 pot 1 fragment of cast iron pot 2.5th x 200diam cast lettering: ... RICK 
714 M06 so1 104 E M20 bottle 1 base sherd, dark amber, 100 x 38 curved base poss flask 
715 M06 so1 105 p ~b millstone 125 x 80 x 18th 325g, poss sandstone, ground one side and one edge 
716 M06 ~02 90 ~ ~OL ence ~tone boulder fence 0.5 x 12m remnant recently partly removed. 
717 M06 so2 91 w lroL structure Stone boulder lined pit 1 x 1m, pass. filled well 
718 M06 so3 92 ~ M20 dump ~ut in hillside 1 o x 20m approx with O.Sm deep mainly steel objects. 
719 M06 S03 93 b M20 cans Rusted food cans oil and kero cans >200. 
720 M06 so3 94 ~ M20 cladding Flattened tin and gal sheet scraps nail holes >100. 
721 M06 ~03 95 D M20 enamelled Steel enamelware pots, pitchers, mugs basins damaged & rusted >20. 
722 M06 so3 96 K M20 pitcher Enamelled steel quart capacity pouring jug, white, apr,rox 200h. 
723 M06 ~03 97 K M20 mug Tinware billy-mug, 100diam x 120h. 
724 M06 so3 98 ~ M20 ie Bush timber house frame tie made of fencing wire. 
' ·: ... • • • ' •. • • • • • .. • ~- : • ~·. ' • • • • • ' ~ ... • .. ~ • • ' • ' • • • :0. • • ' ' 
Hollywood govt. settlement 1930s-1950s 
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725 M07 1M !settlement Hollywood qovt settlement Yass 1930s-1950s (with H.Crawford, A.Shea) 
726 M07 H01 1 lA. M20 household HC:Tom and Louise Brown , 30's . 
727 M07 H02 2lA, M20 household HC: King Brown' and Phyllis Coe,30's 
728 M07 H03 3~ M20 household HC: Charlie and Clare Merrit, 30's, Maude Grosvenor,40's 
729 M07 H04 4lA. M20 household HC: Allen and Bella Russell, 30's 
730 M07 HOS sl<\ M20 household HC: Harold and Daisy Russell, 30's 
731 M07 H06 6l<\ M20 household HC: Ned and Doris (Biddy) Connolly,30's 
732 M07 H07 7lA. M20 household HC: Ike and Lyn Podham, 30's, Lily Goolagong, 40's 
733 M07 H08 8~ M20 household HC: Eppie and Christina Carroll, 30's 
734 M07 H09 9A M20 household AG: Walker 
735 M07 H10 10 A M20 household Gus(Iobruk Rat) & Emily Briar, Sian Russell & Rachel Goolaqonq 40's 
736 M07 H11 11 ~ M20 household AG: Ferdie and Ivy Bell, 40's 
737 M07 H12 12 'I M20 household AG: Tom and Gladys Dickson, 40's, green door house 
738 M07 H13 13 A M20 household AG: Ossie and Jean Brown, 40's 
739 M07 H14 14 A M20 household AG: Vince & Violet Bulger, 40's 
740 M07 H15 15 .A. M20 household AG: Harold & Matilda Williams, 40's 
741 M07 H16 16 A M20 household AG: Sarah Freeman & qrandchildren 
742 M07 H17 17 A MZO household AG: Fred & Sarah Freeman, 40's 
743 M07 H18 18 A M20 household AG: Patty & Phylis Solomon (non-local), 40's 
744 M07 S01 19 A M20 school ~boriginal school, later piooerv 
745 M07 802 20 A M20 church Catholic church 
746 M07 803 21 A M20 church AIM church (Aborigines Inland Mission) 
747 M07 804 22 A M20 dump Household dump exposed on surface, 10 sq m area 
748 M07 804 57 c M20 eoobeater Steel hand eggbeater, crushed and heavily rusted 
749 M07 sos 23 A M20 dump Household dump exposed on surface, 10 sq m area 
750 M07 806 24 A M20 floor Community shower huts,_portion of cement floor slab remainino 
751 M07 S07 25 A M20 gate Ori~inal a ate to mission, now driveway 
752 M07 so8 26lA. M20 scatter lA,rtefact scatter, refuse fragments distributed in soil (, • ..r mission site 
753 M07 so8 27 ~ M20 cladding 1 ripple iron sheet fragment with nail holes 
754 M07 SOB 28 G M20 bed Bed angle iron incorporated in fence 1800 I 
755 M07 so8 29 G MiD bed Steel rod 10 diam. cast iron fittings 
756 M07 so8 30 G M20 bed Double bed head iron 30 diam pipe, cast fittinqs 
757 M07 so a 31 k3 M20 bed Cast frame connector 
758 M07 so8 32 ~ M20 bed Curved cast frame with bracket, !:JOSS off old pram 
759 M07 so8 33 G M20 bed :ast fittino.;; for 24 diam pipe 
760 M07 so8 34 D M20 loot Handle, hollow steel, attached to fraqment of cast iron pot 3th 
761 M07 so8 35 ~ M20 lock Gal barrel bolt and padlock 
762 M07 SOt\ 36 E M20 bottle 2 base sherds, amber glass, stamped 1953 & 1. 958 
763 M07 so8 37 G M20 bed Mattress spring coil, 3.5 diam steel wire 
764 M07 SC1B 36 I M20 horse Horse harness buckle, brass with steel pin 
765 M07 so8 39 I M20 horse Horse shoes > 10 
766 M07 so8 40 M M20 chamber p 1 sherd, E-white, handle, ovoid cross-section, moulded floral relief 
767 M07 so8 41 F M20 medicine Bonningtons Irish Moss clearglass bottle, 50s type 
768 M07 so8 42 F M20 stopper 2 Clear olass stoppers, 1 heavily hydrated 
769 M07 so8 43 F M20 medicine Ointment bottle, square clear glass, screwtop, poss "EichOrn's Remedy" 
.•, 
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770 M07 SOB 44 H M20 ink bottle Whole bottle, 45 diam base, amber glass, screwtop 
771 M07 SOB 45 c M20 scatter Localised scatters ceramic & glass sherds, approx 20 per sq m 
772 M07 soB 46lr M20 button ~hite_glass women's sew through button, 15 diam, floral pattern 
773 M07 SOB 47lr M20 button Sew throuqh, steel casing, poss coat button 
774 M07 SOB 4B H M20 marble Blue swirl glass marble, 16 diam, heavily pitted 
775 M07 SOB 49 c M20 condiment Hinged lid of plated metal condiment jar 
776 M07 SOB 50 c M20 condiment 1 sherd clear glass moulded bowl, floral pattern 
777 M07 SOB 51 c M20 cutlery Teaspoon, nickel plated 
778 M07 SOB 52 c M20 cutlery Worn cake fork: H&S EPNS A 
779 M07 SOB 53 z M20 coin Half penny coin, 1933, found buried 
780 M07 SOB 54 z M20 coin Half penny, 1943, found buried 
781 M07 SOB 56 z M20 coin Penny, 193B, found buried 
Brungle station "old 1nission" 1930s-1955 375 
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782 MOB M settlement Brungle station "old mission" 1930s-1955 (with Vince Bulqer) 
783 MOB H01 1 A M20 oral trad VB: Vince Bulqer (Snr.) & Violet Freeman, 30s-40s 
784 MOB H01 2G M20 bed Half of frame, rivetted steel, "Warangesda ty(Je" poss 1B90s, BBOI x 700w 
785 MOB H01 3A M20 ree Large pine, 1m dia, older pine removed 
786 MOB H02 4A M20 oral trad VB: WillY Williams & Winnie Broughton, 30s-40s 
787 MOB H02 5IA M20 ree Large pepper tree, 1m dia 
788 MOB H03 alA M20 household !VB: Tom Hickey & Christine Samuels, 30s-40s 
789 MOB H04 7k\ M20 household ~B: LillyGoolagonq, 30s-40s 
790 MOB H04 BIA M20 ree Larqe pine tree stump 
791 MOB H04 9 E M20 flagon Gallon wine flagon base, cl glass, embossed lettering: PROPERTY ... etc 
792 MOB H05 10 lA M20 household VB: Pat Freeman & Ada Clements, 30s-40s 
793 MOB H05 11 lA M20 ree Larqe pine, 1m dia, 2 Kurrajonqs 3m apart 
794 MOB H06 12 lA M20 household "The Hall": Lindsay Titch Ingram & Dulcie Freeman, terrace earthwork 
795 MOB H07 13 lA M20 household VB: Alec Phillips & Madge Kennedy, 30s-40s 
796 MOB HOB 14IA M20 household VB: Peter Williams & Irene Phillips, 30s-40s 
797 MOB H09 15 lA M20 household VB: Jack Hickey & Alice Freeman, 30s-40s 
798 MOB H10 16 lA M20 household VB: Ned Freeman & Minnie McGuiness, 30s-40s 
799 MOB H11 17 ~ M20 household VB: Harry"Bubo" Collett, 30s-40s 
800 MOB H12 1B A M20 household VB: Harry Lloyd & Cora Hickey, 30s-40s 
801 MOB H12 19 z M20 coin box Coin holder flap, metal, gold or brass plated 
802 MOB H13 20 6_ M20 ~chool VB: Aboriginal School to 1930s, dairy from 1955 
803 MOB H13 21 w M20 klairy Quilty's dairy, cone slab floor & wall remains, bed h:lad, light switches 
804 MOB H14 22 A M20 household Board-built houses.c1940, Alec Phillips & Ethel Hir;key; Ethel Bamblett 
805 MOB H14 23 I M20 car Car body, poss 1940s Plymouth, owned by Williams who had a hut there 
806 MOB H15 24 A M20 household VB: Peter Williams & Irene Phillips; Vince Bulger inr & Marjorie Williams 
807 MOB H16 25 A M20 household VB: Jack "Digger Hickey & Alice Freeman ... 
808 MOB H17 26 A M20 household VB: George Hickey & Elsie Williams; Pat FreeMar. & Ada Clements 
809 MOB H1B 27 6_ M20 manager Manager's House, cone floor remains, lightninl) f•!9_s, fireQiace remains 
810 MOB H19 2B A M20 school VB: Aboriginal school after 1930s, approximat~ ':·~c:a:ion 
811 M08 S01 29 A M20 rack Mission track, scar, artefact scatter in gravel roa1J_ .•nder 150 soil cover 
812 MOB S01 30 6 M20 nail Steel spike, 140 x B, cruciform head, square cross-section 
813 MOB S01 31 G M20 bed Cast iron bed fittino, 40 dJa knob 
814 MOB S01 32 s M20 padlock Steel padlock, older style, poss 30s, incomp -
815 MOB S01 33 v M20 mouthorga Part of mouth organ plate, brass, 30w x 1th 
816 MOB S01· 34 D M20 stove Steel handle or key, poss off stove 
817 MOB S01 35IA M20 flowers ~onquil & iris bulb clumps, 0.3m diam, on H07 to H12 hut areas 
818 MOB S02 4B I M20 rack Jrumstile throuoh fence, depression 2 x2 x 0.3m 
819 MOB S03 56 I M20 rack Path to creek, faint scar 
820 MOB S04 57 K M20 watertank ~ater tank after 1940, footing depressions 0.3m deep, 3m apart 
821 MOB S05 5BIA M20 dump Mission dump in erosion gully, mission period artefact scatter 
822 M08 S05 59 D M20 grinder Meat orinder 190L,gal,: NO 10-2 OK(brand) MADE IN ENGLAND 
823 MOB S05 60 E M20 bottle Clear glass 60 dia embossed letters: .... McCABE GUNDAGAI 
824 MOB S05 61 ~ M20 bed ~hole frame, rivetted steei,"Warangesda type", 19251 x 700 w (560w) 
825 MOB S05 62 G M20 bed Head frame, steel[!i[!e cast Iron fittings, [!OSS 194.0s to 60s 
826 MOB S05 63 I M20 !sulky Footstep from sulky or dray, with fencino wire brc:~E' still attached 
.. 
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827 MOB 805 64 I M20 !sulky Springs, axles, assorted sulky parts partly buried 
828 M08 806 65 v M20 Is port field lvB: mission sports ground, 30s 
829 MOB 807 66 A M20 !dump Household dump, 1950s artefacts 
830 MOB 807 67 E M20 bottle Base sherds beer bottle 1950s date stam_Q_s, a_QQ_rox 20 bottles 
831 M08 807 6B D M20 !stove ~sh drawer, cast iron with knob, floral pattern, pass "B~a"150x160x70 
832 MOB 808 69 K M20 f,vatertank Water tank, possibly to 1950s house 
833 M08 809 70 ~ M20 cemetery Mission cemet~ from at least 1940s, notified 1955 
834 MOB 810 36 K M20 windmill Windmill, concrete footings 3r.l apart 
835 M08 810 37 G M20 bed Frame leg protruding from grou,d, 1890s "Warangesda type" 3501 
836 M08 811 38 K M20 spring Fresh water SJJring above creek & watercress _Q_onds, 30s-40s 
837 MOB 811 39 K M20 weir VB: Cone weir, built by Quilty after 1955 
838 MOB 812 40 I M20 car VB: car body, 1940s Nash, once owned by VB 
839 MOB 813 41 N M20 clothesline 10 dia c.;•J]J_ head bolt embedded in Kurrajoflg_ tree,_Q_oss clothes line fixing 
840 MOB 814 42 w M20 hayshed lvB: Hayshed, 30s to 50s 
841 MOB 815 43 ~ M20 church PF: Brother George's Seventh Day Adventist church, 60s, carr iron 
842 MOB 816 44 ~ M20 !shed lvB: Dispensary, attached meat house, built 30s 
843 MOB 817 45 v M20 tertnis VB: Tennis court, earth work terrace, buried netting 
844 MOB 818 46 w M20 !shed !VB: Gar<!9_e & attached horse feed, harness shed 
845 MOB 819 47 IW M20 shed lvB: Killing room and meat house 
846 MOB 820 49 IW M20 !dairy !VB: Dairy, feeding trough & cone floor slab remains 
847 M08 821 50 IW M20 !shed IVB: Pigg~,_Qens and trot,JQh._yard, <!Qgroximate location 
848 MOB 822 51 N M20 washing ~S: Killimicat Creek "the Backwater'', washing area 30s 
849 MOB 824 52 w E20 !stable jvB: Dra!Jght horse r-:able approximate location and_yard. 
850 MOB 825 53 I E20 !shed Dray shed with suddl~ storC!fle and car_garC!f1e ~oximate location 
851 MOB 826 54 IW E20 calf pens lvB: Approximate location 
852 MOB 827 55 K E20 !dam !VB: Identified from aerial photo 
Brungle artefacts in collections 377 
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853 M09 V>.A collection Brungle artefacts in collections (privr.te 81 or public 82) 
854 M09 801 93 rv E20 ~iolin Fred Freeman's violin, qiven to him c1890 (Harold Freeman) 
855 M09 801 94 rv E20 accordion Violet Bulger's Hohner button accordion, c1920s.(Agnes Shea) 
856 M09 801 95 v E20 harp !Violet Bulger's German-made zither, c1920s_(Agnes Shea) 
857 M09 801 96 v E20 mouthorga Excavated fragment, and other artefacts from old mission (Reg Russell) 
858 M09 801 97 0 E20 spear 2 file spears, 1930s type, made by Vince Bulger and PK. 
859 M09 802 98 0 E20 boomerang V>,ust Museum. Ref E.58706 
860 M09 802 99 0 E20 spearth fA,_ust Museum. Ref E.58707 
861 M09 802 100 0 E20 club V>.ust Museum. Ref E.58708 
862 M09 802 101 0 E20 club ~ust Museum. Ref E.58709 
863 M09 802 102 0 E20 shield V>,ust Museum. Ref E.58710 
864 M09 802 103 0 E20 !shield fA-ust Museum. Ref E.58711 
865 M09 802 104 0 E20 spear V>.ust Museum. Ref E.58712-1 
866 M09 802 105 0 E20 Is pear V>,ust Museum. Ref E.58712-2 
867 M09 802 106 0 E20 !spear fA-ust Museum. Ref E.58713-1 
868 M09 802 107 0 E20 !spear Aust Museum. Ref. E.58713-2 
869 M09 802 108 0 E20 shield Aust Museum. Ref.E.77782 
870 M09 802 109 0 E20 !shield Aust Museum Ref.E.77783 
871 M09 802 110 0 E20 boomeranQ Aust Museum. Ref.E.77784 
872 M09 802 111 0 E20 boomerang Aust Museum. Ref.E.77785 
873 M09 802 112 0 E20 lspearth Aust Museum. Ref.E.77786 
874 M09 S02 113 0 E20 Is pear Aust Museum. Ref.E.77787 
875 M09 802 114 0 E20 Is pear Aust Museum. Ref.E.77788 
876 M09 802 115 0 E20 carving Aust Museum. Ref.E.77789,90,91 
877 M09 802 116 0 E20 spear Aust Museum.Ref.E.77792 
878 M09 802 117 0 E20 spear Aust Museum. Ref.E.77793 
879 M09 802 118 0 E20 spearshaft Aust Museum. Ref.E.77794,95,96,97 
880 1\.109 802 119 0 E20 axe Aust Museum. Ref.E.77798 
881 M09 802 120 z E20 photos Aust Museum. Ref.E.77800 to E.77815 
882 M09 802 121 1Z Col breastplate Brass or Muntz metal breastplate, Gundaqai Historical Museum 
Brungle camp 1955-1980s 378 
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883 M10 V\A camp BrunQie camp 1955-1980s (with ReQ Russell) 
884 M10 H01 71 A L20 household Clarke Collins & Mary Bamblett; Lindsay Connolly & Doreen Freeman 
885 M10 H02 72 "'- L20 household Brother George's hut at back of church, elm tree & jonquil bulbs 
886 M10 H03 73 A L20 church Brother GeorQe's Seventh Day Adventist Church, tin buildinQ, to c1970 
887 M10 H04 74 A L20 household Keith Freeman & Enid Kennedy 
888 M10 H05 75 A L20 household Bill "Dizzie" Williams 
889 M10 H06 76 A L20 ~ispensary Old dispansary shed 
890 M10 H07 771' L20 household Minnie McGuiness RSL-built house 1963 
891 M10 HOB 78 A L20 household Willie (Wilfred) Williams & Olive Hickey 
892 Mh. H09 79 A L20 household Harold Freeman & Stella Little 
893 M10 H10 80 lA L20 household Robbo Williams & Alice Charles 
894 M10 H11 81 lA L20 household Reg Russell & Elva Freeman 
895 M10 H12 82IA L20 household Billy Collins & Isabel Johnson; John Bell & Mavis Bamblett 
896 M10 H13 a3IA L20 household Buddy Freeman & Phyllis Kennedy 
897 M10 H14 a4IA L20 household Eric Marlow & Winnie Williams 
898 M10 H15 85 ~ L20 household Mrs Bamblett 
899 M10 H16 86 ~- L20 household Peter Williams & Irene PhilliQS 
900 M10 H17 a11A L20 household Billy Grovenor & Hazel Hickey 
901 M10 H18 88 ~ L20 household Vince Bulger & Marjie Williams 
902 M10 H19 89 ~ L20 household Long" Bill Williams & Evelyn Hickey_. Car left on site. 
903 M10 H20 90 lA L20 manaQer Old manaQer's house ruin 
904 M10 H21 91 lA L20 household Charlie Penrith & Emma Hickey, hut by river 1.5km away 
905 M10 H22 92IA L20 household "Lumpa" Carberry, unknown location 
Penrith household hut near Brungle to 1960s 379 
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906 M11 AA hut Penrith household hut near Brungle to late 1960s 
907 M11 1 A L20 lplatfonn ir-har1ie Penrith & Emma Hickey, 6 children, grandfather Bert Penrith 
908 M11 2G L20 bed Riveted steel mattress frame, c1880s manuf. (refer Kabaila 199~~ 
909 M11 3E L20 bottle 1953 date stamped NSW beer bottle broken 
910 M11 4N L20 wash tub ~alv steel side, incOIJl_orated into earth bank 
911 M11 5E L20 bottle !webster's soft drink bottle broken 
912 M11 6 E L20 bottle lcottee's soft drink bottle broken 
913 M11 78 L20 bank Row of stones to retain_Qarden bank 
914 M11 BE l20 bottle 1 sherd, clear green glass, 30x40, poss wine bottle 
9~5 M11 91 L20 [path Foot track skirting around the hut 
916 M11 10 s L20 garden bed Row of stones enclosing_garden bed, rectangular 
917 M11 11 s L20 garden bed Row of stones enclosing garden bed recta11gular 
918 M11 12 I L20 [path Foot track between garden beds to doorway 
919 M11 13IA L20 wall Row of hut wall foundation stones 
920 M11 141J REC ree Recent gum tree, 400 diam 
921 M11 15IA L20 brick Brick fraoment, render one side, green paint on broken surface 
922 M11 161c L20 [plate Enamelled tin plate or bowl, squashed flat, white, 220 diam 
923 M11 1715 L20 fence Previous wooden fence post, replaced ~newer steei_Qickets & wire 
924 M11 18 D L20 [saucepan Enamelled tin sauce~an 180diam, black, enamelled steel handle 
925 M11 19 iG L20 bed· Fragment of double bed steel pipe frame with c.iron fittillQs ~ass 1930s 
926 M11 20 lA L20 ~all Flattened carr sheet 450x1500 on fence, crucifonn head nail, wire ties 
927 M11 211A L20 wall Row of hut wall foundation stones 
928 1M11 221A l2o kloor Brass door key 
929 M11 23 D IL2o !stove least iron stove plate fragment, 180x180x5 
930 1M11 241F l20 medicine 1 base sherd clear amber-glass 45diam medicine bottle 
931 M11 25 iG .20 bed lwrouoht iron bar with __[l_in 25x5x400I, pass part of artefact 2 
932 M11 26IA IL2o :Cladding Flat tin sheet fragment, nail holes, 500x350 --
933 M11 27!A IL20 !cladding Fiat tin sheet fragment, nail holes 600x300 
934 Mi1 28 D L20 1replace Mound 200h foundation stones. peach colour ash, !JOSS livioo fir~ace 
935 M11 29IA IL2o !post Hardwood post stump 100 diam, 150 high 
936 IM11 30 !A IL2o !Post Post mould, 150 deep depression 200 diam 
937 M11 31 lr .20 shoe lchild's shoe sole, rubber, 1751ong, 
938 M11 32IA L20 pit Depression 600 diam, 100 deep, brown soil, charcoal fragments 
939 M11 331J l20 planting Pld fig tree 4000 high 
940 M11 34IA L20 post DepJession 600 diam, 100 deep, pass post 
941 M11 35 D L20 1~eplace Mound 1000x3000. fou!}dation stones, gxey colour ash, !JOSs kitchen 
942 M11 36 lA L20 ie Fencing wire twitch, 150x200 loop, posspost to rafter tie 
943 M11 37 k:l L20 paint Solidified paint, was stored in small tin food can 
944 M11 3BIA L20 laddino Flat tin sheet fragment nail holes, 300x300 
945 M11 39IA .20 [stone lauartzite cobble with mortar poss fragment of fireplace wall 
946 M11 40 Is REC ence Recent steel picket and barbed wire fence lover earlier wood post fence 
947 M11 41 Is l20 eed tray Biscuit tin with wire tie, pass animal feed tr~ for attachment to post 
9'' M11 42 B l20 ood tin Rusted food can, Golden Syrup t--
949 M11 43 lA l20 !cladding Flattened corr tin sheet fragment nail holes 
950 M11 44 K .20 water pail Heavv wire hand!e 6 diam poss off large water pail 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
951 1M11 45 M 20 IPit toilet Mound, foundation stones, grey soil & charcoal filled2it 1000diam 
952 M11 46 J REC awn mower Lawn mower cable part buried: "Coinwire" 
953 M11 47 H L20 ricvcle Child's tricycle seat, steel 
954 M11 48 c L20 "ire place Ash In artefact 35: bottle glass tin sheet flue frag's small bone frag 
955 M11 49 H REC bell Iron loop hanging In tree 75x20x4401, 2 SQuare & 2 round bolt holes 
956 M11 50 A L20 nail lr-ruciform head wire nail in tin sheet 
957 M11 51 A L20 In ail Flat head wire nail on ground rusted 
Grong Grong "old mission" 1890s-1915 381 
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958 M12 lM armlet Grong Grong "old mission" farmirtgreserve 1890s-1915 
959 M12 H01 1 E E20 bottle 25 sherds unid. clear /light green glass 190 g 
960 M12 H01 2E E20 bottle 4 sherds, light green glass, heavily hydrated, unid, 65 g 
961 M12 H01 3E E20 bottle 6 sherds clear glass hyd embossed unid, 25g 
962 M12 H01 4E E20 bottle 1 sherd bottle side embossed horse motif 1 Og 
963 M12 H01 58 E20 ar 1 sherd poss 12 sided jar 32diam, manganese glass, facets 5w 2!l 
964 M12 H01 6E E20 bottle 1 sherd, poss multi faceted poss 80diam, clear glass facets 15w 8g 
965 M12 H01 7E E20 bottle 1 sherd, cork stoppered top, 25diam manganese glass, 1 g 
966 M12 H01 8C E20 bottle 1 base sherd, poss suace bottle, 45diam, 2thick, manoanese glass 2g 
967 M12 H01 98 E20 ar 1 rim sherd 75diam, light green heavily hyd pass preserving jar 10g 
968 M12 H01 10 R E20 vase 1 sherd, faceted bottle 3th clear glass heavily hyd, 2g 
969 M12 H01 11 F E20 medicine 1 sherd, faceted bottle, 1.5th clear glass heavily hyd 1o 
970 M12 Ho1 12 E E20 olass 4 sherds drinking glass, incl1 rim sherd 1.5th, 80diam, hyd, 8Q 
971 
· M~2 H01 13 c E20 condiment 1 cork stoppered neck, 1 Odiam, clear glass, poss oil/sauce bottle, 20g 
972 M12 H01 14 E E20 bottle 1 base sherd clear glass, heavily hyd 20o 
973 M12 H01 15 E E20 bottle 1 base sherd hyd, clear olass, 70diam, 5g 
974 M12 H01 16 E E20 bottle 1 base sherd clear glass, hyd 70diam 50g 
975 M12 H01 17 E E20 bottle 1 base sherd 70diam, 5d kickback, 52g 
976 M12 H01 18 E E20 bottle 1 base sherd, clear olass 75diam 1 Od kickback, embossed lettering 25g 
977 M12 H01 19 ~ E20 condiment 1 base sherd cl glass 60diam 120g, embossed letters: .. ON .. DERIE 
978 M12 H01 20 ~ E20 condiment 1 base sherd cl glass 60diam 55g, raised letterino: LAMONT .. MAKER 
979 M12 H01 21 ~ E20 condiment 1 base sherd 60diam 70o cl hvd, letters on side: JOHN L..MA .. LAS 
980 M12 H01 22 ~ E20 condiment 1 base sherd :M, cl glass, letters alonJ:I..Ease, 65g 
981 M12 H01 23 F E20 medicine 1 base sherd: 5 .. 5 cobalt glass, 40diam, 5th, 25g 
982 M12 H01 24 f: E20 medicine 1 sherd 40diam, cobalt glass 6th, 8g 
983 M12 H01 25 F E20 medicine 1 neck sherd 10diam cobalt glass, 2g 
984 M12 H01 26 1:: E20 medicine 17 sherds cobalt glass, unid, 10g 
985 M12 H01 21 IE E20 bottle 10 sherds dark green glass unid, 100g 
986 M12 H01 28 E E20 bottle 1 base sherd, dark green glass, 75diam, 85g 
987 M12 H01 29 ~ E20 bottle 1 base sherd blac~ bottle glass 75diam 1 Od kickback 190g 
988 M12 H01 30 ~ E20 bottle 1 base sherd black bottle 75diam, 30d kickback heavily hyd 85g 
989 M12 H01 31 E E20 bottle 1 base sherd dark green glass 55diam, 10d kickback, 25g 
990 M12 H01 32 E E20 bottle 1 base sherd dark green glass hyd, 3Qg 
991 M12 H01 33 E E20 bottle 1sherd off square black bottle glass 2th, 2!l 
992 M12 H01 34E E20 bottle 1 Codd top sherd black bottle glass c1875-1925, 1 Odiam, 18g 
993 M12 H01 35 E E20 bottle 1 Codd top sherd, black bottle glass, c1875-1925,10diam, 8g 
994 M12 H01 36 E E20 bottle 12 sherds, amber glass, 12Q 
995 M12 H01 37 ~ E20 plate ~ sherds, E-white, 4th, 22g 
996 M12 H01 38 ~ E20 up. 1 sherd, Por, white, 2th, 1g 
997 M12 -101 39 R K:ol wase 1 sherd E-transfer bumundy floral pattern 2th, c1880-1920, 80diam 5g 
998 M12 H01 40 ~ ~ol ar 1 sherd E-transfer grey floral pattern 5th c1880-1920 80diam 8g 
999 M12 H01 41 Col UQ 1 handle sherd E-transfer purpJe floral pattern moulded 1880-1920, rm_ 
1000 M12 H01 42 ~ !::20 ~aucer 1 rim sherd E-Q_ainted, dbl oreen stripe 120diam 5g 
1001 M12 1-lo1 43 ~ ~20 ·ar 2 sherds, lncl1 rim E-~ainted, blue stri~ and floral, 80diam 12g 
1002 M12 1-to1 44 ~ IE2o ~ndiment 1 rim sherd, Por, light green1 brown stri~e, 40diam1 2th, 19 
382 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
1003 M12 1Ho1 45 Q_ E20 19!1:!_ 1 rim sherd ror oriental gold transfer red painted floral lit 
1004 M12 H01 46 8 E20 ·ar 1 rim sherd stoneware cream glaze 100dlam 5th 5g 
1005 M12 H01 47 8 E20 ar 1 sherd stoneware grey glaze 8th 1 Og 
1006 M12 H01 48 8 E20 bowl g_ sherds stoneware brown glaze 20g,3g 
1007 M12 H01 49 8 E20 ar 1 base sherd flat, black alaze, .. 03 5th 12g 
1008 M12 H01 50 L E20 basin 1 rim sherd E-white, 420diam max 15th 3~g 
1009 M12 H01 51 v.. E20 rivet 1 unused copper rivet 10diam, flat head, 3diam stem 20 long, 2g 
1010 M12 l!-!_01 52~ E20 nail 12 nails 50 lona, bullet or rhomboid head, 3th 10g 
1011 M12 H01 53 v.. E20 lscrew, 1 roofing screw 50 long, capped head, 1Qg 
1012 M12 H01 54 lo E20 hammer 1 Warrington hammer head, 90 long. 9~g 
1013 M12 H01 55 IVV L20 !plough 1 broken cast iron plough share cast iron off multiple furrow plough 1 kg 
1014 M12 1Ho1 56 I E20 ~on 1 broken waoon step, cast Iron, 11 Odiam step, 0.5kg 
1015 M12 H01 57 lA E20 cladding 1 tin scrap, 60 x 130 , nail holes 35g 
1016 M12 H01 58 K E20 drum 1 rim fraament steel drum 35g 
1017 M12 H01 59 w E20 wire 2 scraps, twisted fencing wire, 4diam 40g, 
1018 M12 H01 60 ~ E20 §_catter g_oo broken bricks, 60 refuse fragments over 20m x 5m of_plou1Jhed field 
1019 M12 H01 61 ~ E20 bricks Q!"oken clay bricks, 3 per sq m, and further ~read by_pjoughil}g_. 
1020 M12 H01 62 ~ E20 window '~ sherd cl flat glass, heavily hydrated, 2thk, 1g. 
1021 M12 H01 63 rr E20 buckle? 1 fragment brass 40x25x0.5thk unid. 
1022 M12 l-!o2 64 ~ E20 J>lanting !Trees, 1m diam, "Black locust" "thorny acacia", Robinia pseudo::~cacia 
1023 M12 H03 65 ~ M20 IPiantil!ll tirees of HeavP-n" 20m diam. thicket. (Ailanthus altisslm~. 
Woolscour reserve Narrandera, 1930s 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
1024 M13 ~ cai'T)Q_ i'!{oolscour reserve, Narrandera 1930s-1940s _(with Neville !:Y_ons) 
1025 M13 H01 1IA M20 household NL: Burns household 
1026 M13 H02 2V.. M20 household NL: Forbes (white, married into Aboriginal family) 
1027 M13 H03 3!,A. M20 household NL: Dick "Manny" Hoggets 
1028 M13 H04 4~ M20 household NL: Gratten Williams 
1029 M13 H05 5~ M20 household NL: Albert Ward 
1030 M13 H06 6~ M20 household NL: Smiths household 
1031 M13 H07 7~ M20 household NL: Harrv Walden 
Narrandera Sandhills catnp 1915-1938 383 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Descrip~_on 
1032 M14 IAA camp Narrandera Sandhills camp 1916-1938 (Ytith Ossie Ingram, Neville Lyons) 
1033 M14 H 1 A M20 household NL: Jackson familymoved in Sl1!ges, eventually_ settled in one_place. 
1034 M14 H01 2IA M20 household Of, NL: Tiger L.yons family house. 
1035 M14 H02 3IA M20 household NL: Rowley Scott's famil]' house, burned down. 
1036 M14 H02 4IA M20 brick Broken clay bricks< 10, ~ead by_grader. 
1037 M14 H02 sc M20 condiment Clear glass sauce bottle. 
1038 M14 H02 6 F M20 medicine Old Bennington's Irish Moss cough mixture bottle; other bottle sherds. 
1039 M14 H02 7C M20 bowl 1 base sherd -bowl, Willow pattern. 
1040 M14 H02 alA M20 !scatter Light refuse scatter, spread ~machine _grading_, 15 x 20m. 
1041 M14 H03 9IA M20 household NL: Alf Bamblett family house, brother to J~ burned down c1930. 
1042 M14 H03 10 D M20 hearth 600w x 1 OOd charred refuse & ash, steel sheet base of stove 
1043 M14 H03 11 I M20 bicycle Bicycle frame clipforpum_Q, brass. 
1044 M14 H03 12 v M20 lighter Methylated spirits cigarette lighter, brass, 40 x 35 x 12. 
1045 M14 H03 13 H M20 oy 3 coloured glass marbles. 
1046 M14 H03 14 E M20 !dump Incinerated beer and wine bottles, necks & other fre1_9ments. 
1047 M14 H03 15 c M20 bone Charred bone fr1!g_ments < 10. 
1048 M14 H03 16 Q M20 repair Patent cooking pot leak repair plug, 40 x 9 incl. pot thickness. 
1049 M14 H03 111A M20 nail 5 Nail fragments, 2 straight, 3 bent, 40 x 2, 5diam bullet head. 
1050 M14 H03 1a!A M20 nail Curled nail frC1_9ment, 100 x 3. 
1051 M14 H03 191T M20 button Charred sew-through women's blouse button, 2 hole, shell, 10diam. 
1052 M14 H03 20 H M2u I pin Nappy pin. 
1053 M14 H03 21 E M20 cup trea cu~ handle frC1_9ment, pore, white. 
1054 M14 H03 22 F M20 medicine Clear glass stoppered closure, hydrated, 1 Odiam, poss. medicine. 
1055 M14 H03 231T M20 lzip Overall or trouser zip pull. brass. 
1056 M14 H03 24 tr M20 Is hoe Fragment of black rubber shoe sole, 20 x 30. 
1057 M14 H03 25IA M20 ile 12 thick mottled green glazed ceramic tile sherd, 40 x 40. 
1058 M14 H03 26 E M20 !dump !various broken bottles mixed with ash, inc. beer & wine. 
1059 M14 H04 27 !A M20 household NL: Jerry Bamblett family_ house, 01: Eliza Mo_man &_grandson. 
1060 M14 H04 28 G M20 bed SteelpiQe bed frame, 'fancy' cast fittings, 2nd bed Iron across road. 
1061 M14 H04 29 I REC car Coil spring car seat mattress, 1000 x 600. 
1062 M14 H04 30 B M20 rig Kerosene frig. back panel, gal steel, 120dlam holes with solder marks. 
1063 M14 H04 31 H M20 'pram Frame, steel pipe and rivetted bars, for woven cane_Q!'am. 
1064 M14 H04 32 D M20 ~love !cooker or frig_. casino cast parts 600 x 450 sides, bullet holes. 
1065 M14 1-104 33 A M20 vi adding 10 galv. tin flat sheet scraes with nail holes. 
1066 M14 H04 34 A rv120 cladding Ripple iron tin sheet with nail holes. 
1067 M14 H04 35 A M20 ~I adding Flattenedpulptin with nail holes. 
1068 M14 H04 36 I M20 hurse . Horse tether next to stump: bed Iron hammered in_9!ound, fencing_ wire. 
1069 M14 H04 37 G M20 bed Bed mattress mach. woven wire. 
1070 M14 H04 38 E E20 ale botlle Base, wine 'black bottle' type common to 1920s. 
1071 M14 H04 39 ito. M20 brick Broken Cl(iy bricks 1!Pprox 1 o. 
1072 M14 H04 40 E E20 ale bottl~ NSW Bottle Co. beer bottle, date stamped 1927. 
1073 M14 H04 41 lv L20 arget Kerosene tin with bullet holes. 
1074 M14 H04 42 K M20 bucket Hand-made fencing wire bucket handle. 
1075 M14 H04 43 I M20 buggy Hand-made fencing_ wire outrigger tie for an extra horse to a sulky. 
1076 M14 HQ4 44 I M20 car Front mudguard from an early model (A orT-model) Ford car. 
110~7 Site Loc Art Code Age Material DescriQ_tion M14 H04 45 N M20 ub Small laundry tub, gal steel, squashed. 
1078 M14 H04 46 D M20 utensil Sieve from hand flour sieve. 
1079 M14 H04· 47 E M20 barrel Barrel strap, poss. whiskey or rum 2 gal. barrel, 390dlar • ' ~, ·, rivetted. -
1080 M14 H04 48 L M20 enamelled Pink enamelware wash basin, 350diam, squashed. 
1081 M14 H04 49l4, M20 collection Sampling by surface collection of glass and ceramic fragments. 
-1082 M14 H04 50 c M20 !plate 16 sherds, 4-dinn~>r plate, 2-teac[JQ, Willow pattern, 18g. 
1083 M14 H04 51 L M20 !pitcher 2 base sherds -140diamjar,_Q_oss. pitcher, E-ware, wide blue striQ_e, 5Qg. 
1084 M14 H04 52 E M20 mug 1 rim sherd- mlJ9., E-ware, thin blue painted stripe, ~ 
1085 M14 H04 53 c M20 !plate 2 mot.~lded rim sherds Por, 1-saucer, 1-bread_plate, blue flower transfer 7g 
1086 M14 H04 54 u M20 candle 1 base sherd- poss. candle holder, white glass I!Odiam,35g. 
1087 M14 H04 55 E M20 cup 2 rim sherds, Por, 1 -teacup, 1 -saucer, while with gold ec!g_e striQ_e, 49:, 
1088 M14 H04 56 E M20 mug 12 sherds, Porwhite, 4 base -saucer,1 base sherd- ?, 1 rim -mug, 60g. 
1!!S9 1'.~14 H04 57 c M20 !plate 7 sherds, E-white,1 rim -dinner _Qiate moulded flower, 1 base -CLJQ, 2~g. 
1090 M14 1H04 58 c M20 bowl 2 sherds carnival glass bowl, flower pattern, 4~ 
1091 M14 H04 59 c M20 condiment Base sherd, pass. sauce, clear glass square base 50 x 50, 20g. 
1092 M14 H04 60 E M20 !glass ~ sherds- fine wine glass, clear, 1thick, <1g. 
1093 M14 H04 61jA M20 ~in dow 3 sherds -windowglass. 2thick, 1 Og. 
1094 M14 H04 62 R M20 ~indow 1 sherd -jewelry box?, r ear 1.5thick with bevelled edge, 1g. 
1095 M14 H04 63 E M20 bottle 8 sherds, clear hydrated, bottle, 2 manganese stained, 2 incinerated. 
1096 M14 H04 64 v M20 record ~ sherds, old gramor>hone record, 1fl. 
1097 M14 H04 65 E M20 kllass 2 sherds ·drinking glass, clear, 1 heavily hydrated, 5g. 
1098 M14 H04 66 I M20 ~indow 1 sherd -motorbike windscreen?, variable thickness 2·1, with bend, tQ. 
11J99 M14 H04 67 F M20 medicine 1 sherd -Qoss.merlicine, heavily hydrated amber, §_g_: .. IDEAL .. AWARE. 
1100 M14 H04 68 c M20 ·ar 1 sherd -poss jar. E-white, manuf. mark indistinct, 15g. 
1101 M14 H04 69 c M20 bowl 1 sherd -bowl, Por, chocolate brown_glaze, 3thick, 4_g. 
1102 M14 H04 70 M M20 !pan 3 sherds -chamber__Q_OI, E-white, 230diarn, 5th, moulded flowers,100g. 
1103 M14 H04 111A M20 mound Soil & fragments of domestic refuse 5diam x 0.4m.h. 
1104 M14 H04 72IA M20 !scatter Light scatter of both large and fragmented refuse, 18 x 1Om. 
1105 M14 H05 73IA M20 household NL: Tommy Lyons family house. 
1106 M14 H05 74 A M20 hearth Hearth brick floor, irr~ular bond, exposed in middle of_ll_l'aded road. 
1107 M14 H06 75 A M20 oral trad k:>l: Jim Ingram family house. 
1108 M14 H06 76 A M20 !scatter lrhln scatter mainly ceramic fr<m_ments around tree· surface coli. 
1109 M14 H06 77S M20 bank Pass. flood levee incorporated into graded road bank, 0.4 h[g_h. 
1110 M14 H06 78 I M20 buggy Buoav wheel hub, 30dlam. 
1111 M14 H06 79 c M20 bowl Rim sherd -bowl, Per, white, English rose relief,_g_old ee!_g_e stripe, 8g. 
1112 M14 H06 80 c M20 !plate 7 sherds-poss. plate, E-white, 1-relief pattern, 30g. 
1113 M14 H06 81 c M20 bowl . Per-white 1 rim sherd -bowl 150diam 2g, 1 sherd -bowl moulded Sthick ~ 
"1114 M14 H06 82 c M20 bowl 1 sherd -pass bowl, Por-white, moulded 5thick,8g. 
1115 M14 H06 83 R M20 !vase 1 sherd -vase, Par-white, green relief ferntree white relief cones, 2g. 
1116 M14 H06 84 R M20 !plate 1 sherd -child's plate, Por, polychrome transfer bear riding horse, :m, 
1117 M14 H06 85 B M20 bowl 1 rim sherd -jam or sugar bowl, clear glass, moulded, 120diam 12g. 
1118 M14 H06 86 E M20 bottle 1 base sherd -Q_oss beverage, 80diam, 3Q[. 
1119 M14 H06 87 c M20 ~ondiment 1 base sherd -eoss. sauce, aeerox 6Udiam, clear agua blue, 1~Q. __ 
1120 M14 H06 88 c M20 ~ondiment 3 sherds ~pass. oil, clear, 1 Og. 
1121 M14 H06 89 E M20 bottle 3 sherds, 1 amber, 1__green, 1 manganese 15g_, 
Site Lac Art Code Age Material Description 
1122 M14 H06 90 F M20 medicine 1 sherd -ppss. ointmer,t, navy blue, 1.5thick, <1fl, 
1123 M14 H06 91 c M20 condiment 1 sherd -poss. sauce, light green 
·-1124 M14 H07 92 ~ M20 household NL: John & Lawrie Bamblett family house. No surface relic. 
1125 M14 HOB 93 lt>.. M20 household NL: Alf Bamblett family house. No surface relic. 
1126 M14 HOB 94 A M20 household NL: pass. Alf Bamblett family house. No surface relic. 
1127 M14 H09 95 A M20 household OJ: Jerry Bamblett family house, NL: Poss. Davies family. 
1128 M14 H09 96 A M20 mound Earth mound,_poss. mach. disturbed, 3m.diam. 
1129 M14 H09 97 s M20 bank Poss. remains of flood levee bank, 0.3 high, indistinct. 
1130 M14 H09 9B A M20 !Scatter llldefined refuse scatter, large objects. 
1131 M14 H09 99 Q REC !paint Rusted paint and ring QUII cans. 
1132 M14 H09 100 D M20 !pot 2 rim fragments of large boiling pot, cast, 400diam or oval shl!.Q_e, 3thick. 
1133 M14 H09 101 I M20 buggy Bumw wheel hub, cast iron, 30diam. 
1134 M14 H09 102 !A M20 brick 5 Broken clay bricks. 
1135 M14 H10 103 !A M20 household NL: Artie & Kit!]' Smith family house location. 
1136 M14 H10 1041T M20 twire Clothes line wire lied to railway steel pegs embedded by tree growl~--
1137 M14 H10 105IA M20 hearth Brick fireplace floor, approx 6 bricks, ash, 3m north of pine tree. 
1138 M14 H10 106 !A M20 brick .1 broken brick .1 piece of cement fireplace lin!!:lg. 
1139 M14 H11 107 !A M20 household NL: Dave Kenne.:'_yfamily house loc~tion. 
1140 M14 H11 10B!A M20 mound Earth mound 3m.dial.10.3m high, illdefined. 
1141 M14 H11 109 H M20 ricycle !Tricyle wheel rim. 300diam. 
1142 M14 H11 110 lv M20 harmonica Mouth organ plate, plated steel & brass. 
1143 M14 H11 111 H M20 ricycle !Tricycle handle bar, 20diam pipe, broken. 
1 
1144 M14 H11 112 K M20 bucket Bucket._gal, sguaE;·Jd. 
, 
1145 M14 H11 113 ~ L20 machine Broken tyne from seed box, blue enamel traces, 30 x 5 crossection steel. 
1146 M14 H12 114!A M20 hOW.i•Jhold NL: pass. Howell family house. No surface relic. ~ -1 1147 M14 H13 11s1A M20 household 01, NL: Arthur Kir[)yfamUy_house location, near_gum tree. 
1148 M14 H13 116 c M20 !plate 1 rim sherd E-white plate or platter moulded eQ_g_e, El_!g_lish rose relief 6g 
1149 M14 H13 117 (; M20 !plate 3 sherds -plate, Willow pattern, 6g. 
1150 M14 fi14 118!A M20 household NL: pass. Murray family. 
~151 M14 H14 119 A M20 scatter Glass & ~eramic fragments exQ_osed b_y_gradifl!L see road surface coli. 
1152 M14 H14 120 A M20 ktoor Door or_gate latch, brass, manu f. mark, embedded in road. 
1153 M14 H14 121 J M20 ool Small spade head, rivetted steel embedded in road. 
1154 M14 H15 122 A M20 household NL: pass. Williams and Johnson's famijy houses. 
1155 M14 H15 123 J L20 !Planting Pepper tree,_g_oss. recent. 
1156 M14 H15 124 I M20 car T-model Ford? carpart 670 long and blue enamelled headlight. 
1157 M14 S01 125 !A L20 !dump Camp refuse scatter: rusted food tins & bottle frag's, 12 x 12 m. 
1158 M14 S01 126 B REC in . Rusted food cans> 50. 
1159 M14 S01 127 F L20 medicine 5 eucalyptus oil bottles, clear_glass screw closure. 
1160 M14 S01 128 F L20 medicine Patent medicine _{laxa!iv~. amber glass, 50diam: Kruschen 10 salts. 
1161 M14 S01 129 F L20 medicine ~mber glass, 70diam: E.C.KERSLEY & SONS. 
1162 M14 S01 130 E L20 ale bottle Possible wine flagon base, dark amber_glass, 100diam. 
1163 M14 S01 131 D L20 utensil Hand ~gg beater, rusted. 
1164 M14 S01 132 c L20 condiment Sauce: Big Sister. 
1165 M14 S01 133 D L20 utensil Dfshwashlng mo~ handle, rusted. 
1166 M14 801 134 I M20 motorbike Mud quard of early model motorbike, ruste_d. 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
1167 M14 S01 135 c M20 condiment Purple glass, base 80diam, poss. sauce: .. PreseNing Co. Melbourne. 
1168 M14 S01 136 E L20 glass Broken pub beer glass, clear base. 
1169 M14 S01 137 H M20 olav NL: Tree hollow, children's toy hiding place in 'canoe tree'. 
1170 M14 S01 138 E M20 kettle Tin kettel hand re-soldered spout & handle, Willow brand, 170diam x 75h 
1171 M14 S01 139 u M20 lamp Hurricane lamp top, tin, 1 OOdiam: DIETZ. 
1172 M14 S01 140 D M20 stove Ash tra}' drawer front from Metiers? wood stove, cast, 135 x 60. 
1173 M14 S01 141 K M20 ank Rusted portion of 12 gal drum, pass water tank, patterned sides. 
1174 M14 S01 142 ~ M20 cladding Flat sheet scrap 600 long, nail holes and bullet holes. 
1175 M14 S01 208 c REC condiment Pecks fish paste. 
1176 M14 S02 143 ~ M20 boughshed 01: Former men's bough shelter location. 
1177 M14 S03 144 s M20 hens NL:Former fenced chicken run location.OI: Hut site. 
1178 M14 S03 145 s M20 ifence 4 hand-made fence posts, 6" x 4", baling mach. finger & wool-wire reo. 
1179 M14 S03 146 I M20 buggy Dashboard, (handrail), piece off a sulky, 
1180 M14 803 147 ~ REC mound Sandy soil 4 x 0.3m, test hole: no ash; spoil from rabbit trench? 
1i81 M14 S04 148 ~ M20 ~a nee NL, 01: Dance floor, levelled ground surface, possibl'l Sm diam. 
1182 M14 so:: 149 K M20 ~aterhole lwaterhole: natural table drain, possibly modified for water catchment. 
1183 M14 S06 150 ~ L20 ~ump Camp refuse scatter: rusted food tins and bottle frag's, 12 x 12 m. 
1184 M14 S06 151 T REC ~hoe Pair of black rubber shoe soles. 
1185 M14 S06 152 B REC in Food cans> 50. 
1186 M14 S06 153 E L20 ale bottle Port and beer bottle necks, iJeer bottle base date stamped 1950. 
1187 M14 S06 154 F L20 med bottle Patent medicine bottle, amber: Clinton Williams Pty Ltd. 
1188 M14 S06 155 A M20 brick Broken clay bricks < 10. 
1189 M14 S06 156 E L20 ale bottle One gallon glass flagon handle. 
1190 M14 S06 157 G L20 condiment Pecks fish paste. 
1191 M14 S06 158 A REG gutter Guttering bracket, gal steel. 
1192 M14 S06 159 I M20 car Old ford radiator grille. 
1193 M14 S06 160 E M20 ale bottle "Black bottle glass" base fragment. 
1194 M14 S06 161 E M20 pot Large billy can, tin, manuf. type. 
1195 M14 S06 162 c M20 condiment Mustard sauce bottle, clear. 
1196 M14 S07 163 fl._ M20 hearth [races charcoal and olass fraoments edoe of road grading, 1 x 1m. 
1197 M14 SOB 164 A L20 hearth ~sh and refuse mound, 2m.diam, 0.3 high. 
1198 M14 S08 165 ~ L20 scatter Light camp refuse scatter 12 x 12m centred around hearth. 
1199 M14 S08 166 D L20 hook Hand made fencing wire pot hanging hook. 
1200 M14 S08 167 E L20 dump Beer and wine bottle fragments, many incinerated, approx 20 bottles. 
1201 M14 S08 168 G REG condiment Sauce. bottle or similar, clear glass. 
1202 M14 SOB 169 ~. M20 cladding Flat gal sheet scrap with nail holes. 
1203 M14 S09 170 ~ REC arne! ~pprox 100 small rectanoular gal scraps with bullet holes targets. 
1204 M14 SC9 171 B L20 bottle Essence of coffee & chicory, 40base: INGLIS LIMITED SYDNEY. 
1205 M14 S09 172 ~ M20 ool Wheelbarrow trav partly buried, rusted out, rive!ted. 
1206 M14 S09 173 G M20 bed Bed iron, cast fitting. 
1207 M14 S09 174 D REC. 'kerosene Several kero tins, square. 
1208 M14 S09 175 D M2iJ [stove ,;.;ooktoe cover elate, 2 burner, 720 X 360, pO'JS. Metters. 
1209 M14 S09 176N M20 ub Laundry tub, gal. 
1210 M14 S09 177 1\ M20 brick Approx 10 broken bricks. 
1211 M14 S09 178~ M20 !cladding Flat tin scraps, nail holes. 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
1212 M14 811 179 w M20 [structure Billy Weir's old slaughter yard and storage 'well' (not surveyed). 
1213 M14 812 180 w M20 ~tructure Sawmill bridge, 3 log posts (not surveyed). 
1214 M14 813 181 v M20 waterhole NL: children's swimming hole. 
1215 M14 814 182 w M20 [structure Round yards and old Cobb & Co staging post.(not surveyed) 
1216 M14 815 183 X Ab ree Scarred trees, (surveyed by NPWS.) 
1217 M14 816 184 D< Ab hearth Oven mounds and fireplace fragments, (surveyed by NPWS). 
1218 M14 817 185 lA M20 catter Light refuse scatter, on road between H2 & S1 o, surface collection. 
1219 M14 817 186. c M20 plate ~ sherds, Willow pattern, 5 g. 
1220 M14 817 187 E M20 ale bottle 9 sherds, amber, incl. 2 base sherds, 140Q. 
1221 M14 817 188 E M20 bottle 5 sherds, manQanese colour, incl. 1 base sherd, 55g. 
1222 M14 817 189 E M20 bottle 7 sherds, dark green, incl. 1 base sherd and 1 top, cork closure, 55Q. 
1223 M14 817 190 E M20 bottle 12 sherds, clear light green, incl. square bottle base sherd, 75g. 
1224 M14 817 191 F M20 bottle 5 sherds, clear, incl. square base sherd: ... CURE, 30Q. 
1225 M14 817 192 E M20 bottle Neck, clear ligh_' ·,:··"len, moulded, stoppered, 60g. 
1226 M14 817 193 c M20 muq 12 sherds, Por·'bl)te, incl. 1 mug base sherd, 1 bowl base sherd, 35g. 
1227 M14 817 194 c M20 [pitcher 3 sherds, - mug or iJQ handle fragments, Par-white, 20Q. 
1228 M14 817 195 E M20 cup 5 shc·gs, inc:.:..l tea cup handle sherd, E-white, 22g. 
1229 M14 817 196 F M20 med jar 3 sherds, clear ..:c.b_:!.lt blue, pass. ointment, Sg. 
1230 M14 817 197 c M20 bowl· 1 sherd, - bo~l rim, Por, wide dark blue stripe, 150diam., Sg. 
1231 M14 817 198 B M20 bowl 1 rim sherd, - sugi!r or jam bowl lid, cler.r glass, moulded, 1 Og. 
1232 M14 817 199 E M20 ·ar 1 rim sherd -jar or mug, Earth, choc.brown and white glaze, 6g. 
1233 M14 817 200 ~ M20 harmonica Mouth oroan plate, brass, 120 long, 25g. 
1234 M14 817 201 H M20 [pin Nappy pin, plated wire, 50 long. 
1235 M14 817 202 v M20 record 12 sherds -gramopho~e record, 3g. 
1236 M14 817 203 T M20 [stud GrommeVoress stud, inside diam. 10, brass, 2g. 
1237 M14 817 204 T M20 button Sew-through man's trouser or shirt button, white plastic, 16 diam. 
1238 M14 817 205 R M20 'picture Key-hole hanger,steel, 6 inside diam. rivetted to steel plate, 2g. 
1239 M14 817 206IT M20 [stud Sew-on oress stud,- women's blouse/skirt, brass, 8 diam. 
1240 M14 817 207 Q M20 ~isc Leaf-shape steel disc, soldered at 2 points, 50 x 0.5, 8Q.?? 
Warangesda Mission Aboriginal hut area 1880-1924 
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1241 M16 AA settlement Warangesda Mission Aboriginal hut area 1880-1924 _(gJven to museum) 
1242 M16 801 1 T M20 button l2 brass buttons, pass trouser, common to 1950s, 3g each: "Excelsior" 
1243 M16 801 21T M20 button 1 brass button, pass trouser, common to 1950s, 1g: "Best Ring Ec!g_e" 
1244 M16 801 31T M20 stud 1 brass press stud, 4g I 
1245 M16 801 4~ E20 flashing Lead sheet, 20 x 20 x 1.5, nail hole, 1 Og 
1246 M16 801 58 E20 !plug Lead, nickel_j)lated, 15diam x 9th, solid c:ylinder,_Q_ossJlhlg~ 18g 
1247 M16 801 6R Col fob watch Pocket watch, rim casing, brass, pass for plating, k~ windii}Q, to c1900 
1248 M16 801 7C E20 !salt shaker Brass screw cap, manuf hole, crown motif, 28g,: "William Mitchell". 
1249 M16 801 8C E20 knife 2 sherds, E-transfer, blue, ovoid cross sectron,_Q_oss knife handle, 26g 
1250 M16 801 9C E20 crockery 1 sherd, E-transfer, blue design, ~ 
1251 M16 801 10 c E20 crockery 8 sherds, E-transfer, floral design, blue, 12g 
1252 M16 801 11 c E20 crockery 16 sherds, E-transfer, floral design, brown, 12g 
1253 M16 801 12 c E20 crockery 5 sherds, E-transfer, floral design, blue, 1 Qg 
1254 M16 801 13 c E20 crockery 3 sherds, E-transfer, floral design, green, 7g 
1255 M16 801 14 c E20 crockery 14 sherds, E-transfer, floral design, red, 8g 
1256 M16 801 15 c E20 crockery 12 sherds, E-transfer, floral desjgn,_Qurple, 1 !3g_ 
1257 M16 801 16 c E20 crockery 12 sherds, E-transfer, floral design, no-blue and pl!!:Q]e, ~ 
1258 M16 801 17 c E20 crockery 2 sherds, E-trransfer, blue, 2g 
1259 M16 801 18 c E20 crockery 12 sherds, E-transfer, floral design, blue, 2g 
1260 M16 801 19 c E20 crockery 1 sherd, E-transfer, floral design, flo-blue, 1_g_ 
1261 M16 801 20 E E20 cup 5 sherds E-painted, burg and blue, incl dinner plate and saucer sherds Ig_ 
1262 M16 801 21 E E20 cup 3 sherds, E-painted, brown, incl tea cup handle sherd, 5g 
1263 M16 801 22 R E20 !vase 1 sherd E:Qainted or_pJinted, _llart of animal IIlli, on floral ~mblem,_gr~ 1 
1264 M16 801 23 8 E20 ar 12 sherds, E-painted, 1 rim, 1 base, light blue glaze, 120diam, 6g 
1265 M16 801 24 c E20 crockery 1 sherd, E-unglazed, grey floral relief ongr~ bac~ground, §g f---
1266 Mi6 801 25 c E20 crockery 12 sherds E:IJainted, 2 blue striee: i saucer rim 1 elate rim, 20s to 50s, ~g_ 
1267 M16 801 26 c E20 !platter 7 sherds, E-white floral relief, acanthus leaf, poss servil!fl._Qiatter, 2Q9. 
1268 M16 801 27 c E20 !plate 31 sherds, E-white, incl dinner plates and saucers, 65g 
1269 M16 801 28 c E20 crockery 101 sherds, E-white, unidentifiable, most about 20 x 20, 125g 
1270 M16 801 29 R E20 vase 1 sherd, Par, white floral relief, nal{yblue baclsR,_!)oss "best!)iece", ~ 
1271 M16 801 30 c E20 bowl 1 base sherd, Par, qold desiqn, 47diam,_Q_oss_Qickle bowl, 1§.9_ 
1272 M16 801 31 H E20 ov 1 base sherd Par, white, 25diam pass child's tea set, 1.5_g_ 
1273 M16 801 32 c E20 bowl 1 base sherd, Par white. 75 base diam, 2g 
1274 M16 801 33 c E20 cup 1 base sherd, Par white, 45 base diam, 1 g 
1275 M16 801 34 c E20 CUP 1 rim sherd, Par, blue printed desiqn, 1_g_ 
1276 M16 801 35 R E20 fiqurine 1 sherd, Par, blue and gold design pass "best piece," bottle or figure, 1g 
1277 M16 801 36 c E20 vase .1 sherd, Par white, leaf shape, pass vase, "best piece", 1.5g 
1278 M16 801 37 c E20 bowl 1 sherd, Par, navy_ blue outer_glaze,_Q_oss bowl, 0.~ 
1279 M16 801 38 c E20 crockery 16 sherds, unid, Par white, incl2 with gold design, pass cup, 18g 
1280 M16 801 39 c E20 ureen 5 sherds, Par white, 165 diam base, 1 ham.ii;:o sherd, 3 rim, 30g 
1281 M16 801 40 c E20 ·ar 5 sherds, black salt-glazed, 15g 
1282 M16 801 41 c E20 ·ar 12 sherds, dark brown salt-glaze, 1 fig_ 
1283 M16 801 42 c E20 ar 12 sherds, off-white salt:9laze, 1 Qg 
1284 M16 801 43 R E20 face powd 1 sherd, manganese glass, moulded rtm, pass face powder bowl, 8g 
1285 M16 801 44 H E20 ink bottle Stoppered neck and top brownglaze 105 diam, ~out, at ration shed 25Qg 
W arangesda Mission 18 80-1924 (other than hut area) 
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1286 M16 801 45 E E20 bottle 54 sherds unidentified dark green "black" bottle common 1890-1920 355g 
1287 M16 801 46 E E20 bottle 15 sherds, amber Qlass, incl 2 base sherds, 160Q 
1288 M16 801 47 E E20 bottle 30 sherds manQanese glass incl60w square bottle crown with cross 125Q 
1289 M16 801 48 E E20 bottle 85 sherds clear glass incl1 neck with ext thread, spirit or soft drink 145g 
1290 M16 801 49 c E20 bone 1 bone, burn marks, 20 x 5 
1291 M16 801 50 F E20 medicine 1 stoppered bottle neck, manQanese Qlass, 4Q · 
1292 M16 801 51 R E20 va~e 1 sherd, clear glass, heavily hyd, moulded, pass jar or vase, 5g 
1293 M16 801 52 E E20 bottle ~2 sherds, unid, lightgreen Qlass, 212Q 
1294 M16 801 53 c E20 suQar bowl 2 sherds, light Qreen, moulded hyd, pass sugar bowl, 22Q 
1295 M16 801 54 E E20 bottle 1 sherd, light green. bottle base, 15g 
1296 M16 801 55 F E20 !stopper light green glass stopper, 10Q 
1297 M16 801 56 F E20 medicine ~1 sherds, cobalt Qlass, incl neck 22 diam, base 45diam, heavily hyd 40g 
1298 M16 801 57 R E20 vase ~ sherds Por blue I white pass etched or cameo vase, Austrian or EnQ 3Q 
1299 M16 801 58 H E20 slate Fragment school slate, ground edge, from scatter north of mission village. 
1300 M16 801 59 A E20 !scatter Car track on former Aborioinal housinQ site, domestic refuse scatter 
1301 M16 801 60 v M20 !pipe Pipe stem, black "Vulcanite" 
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1323 M19 'AA camp. Wattle Hill camp 1930s-1960s (with Norma, James Mnrgan, Joyce Ingram 
1324 M19 H01 1 lA M20 household Lou Higgins_(from Narrandera), 0Nl & Rosie Clayton, 9 children 
1325 M19 H02 2lA M20 household Les Davis & "Granny" Davis, granddaughter Paddy 
1326 M19 H03 3lA M20 household "Darkle" Moore 0N) & Mona Fernandez (from Walqett) 
1327 M19 H04 4IA M20 household Lilly Clayton & Cecil Clayton, a child~o:n who went to Coota & Kinchela 
1328 M19 H05 5IA M20 ,~1ousehold Wim Ingram (Narrandera) & Lillian Ritchie, 9 ct1ildren 
1329 M19 H06 6A M20 !household "Tich" Lindsay Ingram (Erambie) & Dulcie Freeman (Brungle), 4 children 
1330 M19 H07 7A M20 tiOUSehold ~Johnny Ingram (Jim's son) & June Jackson 0N), 3 children 
1331 M19 HOB BA M20 household Neddy Freeman (Brungle) & Minnie McGuiness 4 ch, 1 adopted, Bruce 
1332 M19 H09 9A M20 household Alf Bamblett & Lulla Morgan 0{ictoria}, 17 children 
1333 M19 H10 ·.·A M20 household Billy Packer (Curry curry/Singleton) & Madeleine ? (Port Kembla), 5 ch. 
1334 M19 H11 11 A M20 household Danna Weldon & Val Kennedy, 5 children 
1335 M19 H12 12 A M20 household Frommy Higgins (son of Rosie & Lou Higgins) & Marg Farant (Balranald) 
1336 M19 H13 13 A M20 household Kevin Williams & Zillah Ingram, 2 children 
1337 M19 H14 14 A M20 household Wally Rowley 0Nl & Emily ? rN>. 2 children 
1338 M19 H15 15 A M20 household Louis Hiqgins & Aimee Kerns rN>. 5 children 
1339 M19 H16 16 A M20 household Lindsay Grant & Lulla McCrae (Shepparton), 5 children 
1340 M19 H17 17A M20 household Bob Meaqan (VV) 
1341 M19 H18 18 A M20 household Mrs. Jenner 0N) 
1342 M19 H19 19lA M20 household Bert Abraham 0N) & Anna ? 0/11), a children 
1343 M19 H20 20 A M20 household "Digger" Davis & Jessie Kennedy (Roy_ Kennedy's sister), 2 children 
1344 M19 ~;21 21 A M20 household Mick Kerns 0Nl & Lena ?, 6 children 
1345 M19 1-122 22 A M20 household Roy Kennedy (the Point) & Dolly Hamilton (Victoria), 5 children 
1346 M19 H23 23 A M20 household George Kennedy & Jeannie Bamblett, no children 
1347 M19 H24 24lA M20 household !Archie "Puqqy" Mullins & Bub Robinson (Perry), 2 children 
1348 M19 H25 25lA M20 household Billy Robinson (Casino) & Daisy Waters (Singleton) 4 ch, later Nanny Rob 
1349 M19 H2o 26lA M20 household Seasonal short stay/camping single room shed & fireplace. 
1350 M19 H27 27lA M20 household !George Ingram & Joyce Robinson (Morgan), 4 children 
1351 M19 H28 zalA M20 household ? Greaves (VV) & Dorrie Kerns rN>. 9 children 
1352 M19 H29 29lA M20 household Bill Jackson 0Nl & Aimee Kerns rN>. 12 children 
1353 M19 H30 30 lA M20 household Mrs. Hines (VV), 2 children 
1354 M19 H31 31 lA M20 household Liz Hines (dauqhter) (VV) & Siddy Scott (VV) "Blue Omo's" brother 
1355 M19 H32 32lA M20 household Bobby Scott "Blue Omo"(VV) 
1356 M19 H33 33lA M20 household Fred Miller & wife, 1 son Greg 
1357 M19 H34 34lA M20 household Weenie Morgan (Victoria) 
1358 M19 S01 34 ~ M20 watertank Water tank, town water resevoir 
1359 M19 S02 35lA M20 church .Church 
1360 M19 S03 36IA M20 dump Leeton cannery tip 
1361 M19 S04 37IA M20 rack Road to canal bridge, town, Leeton cannery 
1362 M19 S05 38lA M20 sportfield rrhe Flats, rounders field 
1363 M19 S06 39lA M20 camp 'Kapok avenue" metho drinkers camp between wattle Hill and canne_ry 
1364 M19 S07 40 w M20 employer Leeton Cannery 
1365 M19 so a 41 lA M2o rack Road to Whitton, Wamoon 
The Rock, pre-European atiefacts at the Gap 391 
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1 M20 ~ [scatter 0 irhe Rock, at the gap, stone artefacts March98 
2 M20 1 bipolar cor !silcrete 45 32 20 9 P Bipolar core, 30% cortex 
3 M20 2 [scraper ~uartz 35 30 15 4 S [steep core scraper, 25% cortex 
4 M20 3 grindstone [sedimentary 25 25 12 nil S lposs fragment of shattered grindstone 
5 M20 4 lake !silcrete 30 44 15 2 S 10% cortex 
6 M20 5 lake ~ilcrete 12 25 10 nil S [snapped 
7 M20 6 [scraper [silcrete 38 30 20 4 S core scraper, step fractured margin 
8 'M20 7 core !smoky quartz 36 35 24 7 s 
9 M20 8 core silcrete 48 48 23 8 s Ismail core, 40% cortex 
10 M20 9 bipolar fl. smoky quartz 18 25 6 5 S [snapped 
11 M20 10 flake quartz 20 22 8 2 s [smoky streaks 
12 M20 11 flake quartz 18 15 5 1 s !smoky streaks 
13 M20 12 scraper silcrete 20 20 11 7 s step fracturing, 3 small blade scars 
14 M20 13 flake smoky quartz 22 15 8 3 s 
15 M20 14 core silcrete 23 15 12 14 S small blade core 
16 M20 15 utilized fl. silcrete 32 26 7 3 S retouched 
17 M20 16 utilized fl. silcrete 16 12 5 1 S broken flake, edgewear, 1 blade scar 
18 M20 17 flaked p. quartz 36 28 15 3 s 
19 M20 18 laked p, silcrete 15 15 15 1 s 
20 M20 19 lake smoky quartz 25 18 6 3 s 
21 M20 20 bipolar cor quartz 27 14 7 4 S worked out, failed core, low grade quartz 
22 M20 21 !flake smoky quartz 15 20 5 4 S shattering at bulbar end 
23 M20 22 bipolar fl. quartz 18 15 8 3 s 
24 M20 23 [s_craper quartz 20 10 7 nil S broken backed blade or thumbnail sera. 
25 M20 24 [scraper [silcrete 28 15 8 ~2 s burren adze slug, or end and side sera. 
26 M20 25 !flake black chert 20 25 10 4 s 2 microblade scars 
27 M20 26 lake [silcrete 21 20 5 5 s 
28 M20 27 !flake [siliceous rock 18 18 5 nil s low flaking grade, 30% cortex 
29 M20 28 ore ~uartz 25 17 15 10 s 
30 M20 29 utilized fl. !silcrete 18 11 4 nil s retouched 
31 M20 30 bipolar fl. [smoky quartz 18 12 8 nils 
32 M20 31 bipolar fl. ~uartz 11 16 3 2 s 
33 M20 32 crystal kluartz 22 12 11 nil s non-artefactual, pass manuport 
34 M20 33 !flake [silcrete 17 17 5 4 s 
35 M20 34 flake [smoky quartz 22 18 6 nilS 
36 M20 35 lake !silcrete 26 12 5 3 s bulbar end of snapped blade, 3 scars 
37 M20 36 flake silcrete '12 18 5 1 S snapped, 1 bl~de scar 
38 M20 37 utilized fl. green chert 18 14 5 nil s retouched margins, snapped, high qual. 
39 M20 38 bipolar fl. smoky quartz 18 13 5 nils 
40 M20 39 lake quartz 16 12 3 2 s 
41 M20 40 flake quartz 6 12 4 nil s [snapped 
42 M20 41 crystal quartz 15 11 4 nil s non-artefactual pass manu port 
43 M20 42 flake smoky quartz 9 9 3 2 s very small flake 
44 M20 43 bipolar fl. smoky quartz 11 14 5 nils -
45 M20 44 flake ~uartz 13 10 4 nils 
46 M20 45 lake kluartz 8 12 3 nils 
47 M20 46 bipolar cor qua,tz 46 33 28 nils 
Erambie red hut households 1940s 
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2 L01 AA settlement Erambie red huts 1940s households (Agnes Co e) 
3 L01 H01 lA. M20 household Ernie Whitty & Josie Carroll 
4 L01 H02 fA. M20 household Joe Simpson & Bella Murr~; "Cutter'' Bamblett & L.yn Wallace? 
5 L01 H03 lA. M20 household Doolan Murray & Ethel Bamblett; 
6 L01 H04 lA. M20 household tTom McGuiness & Gertie Murray, later old Mrs Carbe_I!Y; 
7 L01 HOS lA. M20 household Neddy Freeman & Minnie McGuiness, late 40s 
8 L01 HOS A M20 household Laurie Bowden & Florie .. ., Florie's sister Aimee; 
9 L01 H06 A M20 household !Alec Williams & Muriel Coe; 
10 L01 H07 A M20 household !Victor Carroll & Violet Grovenor_(moved to Griffith) 
11 L01 HOB A M20 household trommy Coe & Ma_ryWilliams; Laurie Bamblett & Becky_ Monahan 
12 L01 H09 A M20 household ~im Bamblett & Lyn Wallace; Percy Murray & Emmeline Williams 
13 L01 H10 A M20 household Lachey Ingram & Kate Simpson; John Bug & Thelma Simpson 
14 L01 H11 lA M20 household tTeddy Grace & Eva Carroll; 
15 L01 H11 lA M20 household Kurraiong Tree: community meeting place; marri'!f!_es, b1!Q!isms, etc 
16 L01 H12 lA M20 household Henry Perry ("MumShirl's" father) & Bella.;Jack Bell & 'Trixie' Mary Carroll 
17 L01 H13 lA M20 household Clancy Charles Snr. & Tilly Williams; Frank Broughton & May Merritt 
18 L01 H14 lA M20 household 'Maier'' Murray & Mary Howell; 
19 L01 H15 lA M20 household 'Crusty" Wallace & Florie (stepsister to Tomkins) 
20 L01 H16 lA M20 household ~im Williams & Aimee Tompkins; Billy Tomkins; 
21 L01 H16 lA. M20 household Nino Williams & Dorrie h1gram: Doug Williams & Pearl SillJJJSon, late 40s 
22 L01 H17 lA M20 household Paul Coe & Edith Murray 
23 L01 H18 lA M20 household Ethel Wedge 
24 L01 H19 lA M20 household 'Bully" Frank Broughton & May Merritt; Billy Merritt & Muriel Broughton 
25 L01 H20 lA M20 household Les Coe & Agnes Wec:!fl.e 
Erambie 1949 fibro/weatherboard bigs. 393 
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26 L02 AA !settlement Erambie 1949 fibro/weatherboard bigs & households _{_with Esther Cutmor 
27 L02 H01 lA L20 manager Manager's Office to 1965 
28 L02 H02 lA L20 !school Aboriginal school demolished in 1950s 
29 L02 H03 lA L20 manager Manager's residence, occupied until 1965 
30 L02 H04 lA L20 manager Manager's stable 
31 L02 H05 lA L20 church Church, non-denominational 
:12 L02 H06 lA L20 single men Single men's quarters 
33 L02 H07 lA L20 hall Community hall built 
34 L02 HOB lA L20 ration shed Ration shed 
35 L02 H09 lA L20 household Ken Simpson & Sheila Williams 
36 L02 H10 lA L20 household !John Bug & Thelma Simpson 
37 L02 H11 lA L20 household Gordon Simpson & Valerie Williams 
38 L02 H12 lA L20 household Neville Sim]J_son & Edna Wallace 
39 L02 H13 lA L20 household unknown 
40 L02 H14 lA L20 household Ernie Whitty & Josie Carroll 
41 L02 H15 lA L20 household unknown; Benny Whitton & children 
42 L02 H16 lA L20 household Louise Fit~gerald & children 
43 L02 H17 lA L20 household Doug Williams & Pearl Simpson 
44 L02 H18 lA L20 household unknown; Lee Shaeffer & May Williams 
45 L02 H19 lA L20 householrJ !Tommy McGuiness & ~nes We(_:!Qe 
46 L02 H21 lA L20 household Lachlan Ingram & Louisa Simpson 
47 L02 H22 lA L20 household unknown; Alec Williams & Muriel Coe 
48 LD2 H23 lA L20 household Eva Mon<!f!han 
49 LD2 H24 lA L20 household Daniel Ingram & Josie Monaghan 
50 L02 H25 lA L20 household Paul Coe & Edie Murray 
51 L02 H26 lA L20 household Bill Merritt & Muriel Brol!Qhton 
52 L02 H27 lA L20 household Sidney Glass & Ethel Wedge 
53 L02 H28 lA L20 household Shirley Perry, "Mum Shirl" 
54 L02 H29 lA L20 household Ernie Wallace & Fiorence_(stepsister to Tonkin~ 
Erambie 1996 households 394 
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55 L03 ~ !settlement C:rambie 1996 households (with Esther Cutmore) 
56 L03 H01 ~ REC existing Darryl Fitzgerald 
57 L03 H02 A REC existing Dulcie Doolan 
58 L03 H03 A REC existing Church, now disused 
59 L03 H04 A REC existing Mavis Bamblett 
60 L03 HOS. A REC existing !Tom Williams, Sa 
61 L03 HOS A_ REC existing Divan Coe Sb 
62 L03 H06 A REC existing Cheryl Simpson, 6a 
63 L03 H06 A REC existing ~oanne Bug, 6b 
64 L03 H07 A REC existing Charlie Ward 
65 L03 H08 A REC existing ~enus Ingram 
66 L03 H09 ~ REC existing Edward McGrath 
67 L03 H10 ~ REC existing Rebecca Ingram 
68 L03 H11 [6_ REC existinq Suzanne Doolan 
69 L03 H12 ~ REC existing Margaret Glass 
70 L03 H13 V>. REC existing Leslie McGrath 
71 L03 H14 V>. REC existing Pearl Williams 
72 L03 H15 ~ REC existinq Michelle Simpson 
73 L03 H16 ~ REC existing lJosie Williams 
74 L03 H17 V>. REC existing Sylvia Williams 
75 L03 H18 ~ REC existing vacant 
76 L03 H19 ~ REC existing vacant 
77 L03 H20 ~ REC existing vacant 
78 L03 H21 ~ REC existing Stephen Ingram 
79 L03 H22 ~ REC existing Beryl Patterson 
80 L03 H23 ~ REC existing Harold Glass 
81 L03 H24 ~ REC existing Josie Ingram 
82 L03 H25 ~ REC existing Jovlene Simpson 
83 L03 H26 ~ REC existing Raymond Ingram, 26a 
84 L03 H26 )a. REC existing Roy Carroll, 26b 
85 L03 H28 A REC existinq ~qnes Coe's house 
86 L03 H29 A REC existing V..gnes Coe's shed 
87 L03 H30 A REC existing ~gnes Coe's car garage 
88 L03 H31 A REC existing Old community hall disused 
89 L03 H32 A REC existinq ~boriQinal Legal Aid Office . 
90 L03 H33 A REC existing ~boriginal Land Council Office 
91 L03 H34 A REC existing Day Care Centre 
92 L03 H35 A REC existing Shed 
Jack Irons hut early 1900s to 1960s 395 
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93 L04 AA hut ~ack Iron's hut near Erambie early 1900s to 1960s 
94 L04 H01 1!A L20 !scatter Jack Irons & Gertrude Kennedy (nee Coe}, ?children 
95 L04 H01 2~ L20 !planting Bramble ciUrT}IJS on and surrounding hut site 
96 L04 H01 3IA L20 klump Household rubbish dum_!)_ below hut site 
97 L04 H01 4IA L20 loor Cement slab partly buried 
98 L04 H01 siA L20 bricks Scatters of machine made clay bricks, total approx 100, various manurs 
99 L04 H01 60 L20 oven Oven door fragment, cast iron 
100 L04 H01 71 M20 ~ulky Several sulky parts, various, incl wheel rim 
101 L04 H01 8 F L20 medicine Bottle, amber: Clinton Williams Pty Ltd, poss Buck~s Canadiol Mixture. 
102 L04 H01 9Q L20 iron Clothes iron, early electric 
103 L04 H01 10 H L20 cot Cot frame fr~ment, stell_lliQ_e, cast iron fittiQgs 
104 L04 H01 11 lA L20 kloor Door latch, steel 
105 L04 H01 12 c M20 1plate 1 sherd, Willow pattP.rn 
106 L04 H01 13 D L20 hearth Fireplace floor remains, brick 
Gooloogong camp, 1940s households 396 
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107 LOS AA M20 camp Gooloogonq camp c1940s includes households (wt(h Aqnes Coe) 
108 LOS H01 1 ~ M20 household Louis Bardakls & Mabel Grant, nee Hughes 
109 LOS HOi 2ll M20 plantinq Small market qarden 
110 LOS H01 3~ REC existing House, "Kallara Bank" psoperty 
111 LOS H02 4A M20 household Wimmy Huqhes, Mabel Grant's brother 
112 LOS H02 SA REC existinq Caravan and cedar tree, "Kallara Bank" property 
113 LOS H03 6A M20 household Granny Wallace, reared many adopted children during 1920s and 30s 
114 LOS H03 7 J ' M20 removal ~ pepper trees, hut remains removed 
11S LOS H04 8A M20 household Frank "Doc" Simpson 
116 LOS H04 9A M20 re~!al Car track turnaround on river bank, hut remains removed 
117 LOS HOS 10 c M20 CCJt}•llrpent Peck's Paste jar 
118 LOS HOS 11 A M20 household Harry Hughes & "Cookie" Glass &_(AC's grandmother's sister) 
119 LOS HOS 12 A M20 mound Hut mound, cement floor fragments 
120 LOS HOS 13 I M20 ~ulky Sharb off sulky 
121 LOS HOS 14 R M20 vase 'Diamond cut" moulded _glass sherd, poss vase 
122 LOS HOS 1S R M20 ~ase ivellow and qreen "Venetian" coloured qlass sherd, poss vase 
123 LOS H06 16 ~ M20 household Billy Huqhes, Harry's son, did the milk run to factory 
124 LOS H06 17 ~ M20 scatter Household refuse scatter visible between pepper & gum tree 
125 LOS H06 18 Q M20 saw Panel saw blade 
126 LOS H06 19 I M20 sulky Sulky parts, assorted 
127 LOS H06 20 F M20 cosmetic Poss hair tonic bottle 
128 LOS H06 21 E M20 bottle 2 beer bottle bases, 1926, 1944 
129 LOS H06 22 B M20 ·ar Broken liqht grey stoneware pot, 300diam, 12th. 
130 LOS H06 23 H M20 ricycle Child's tricycle wheel 
131 LOS H06 24 Q M20 ool Spanner, ooss. for sulky: Meadowbank C .. 
132 LOS H06 2S F M20 medicine Glass, dark amber, !1P::v-iiy hydrated, straiqht sided Clements Tonic bottle 
133 LOS H06 26 E M20 bottle Clear glass beverage bottle base, 1946 
134 LOS H06 27 w M20 qrinder Gear wheel, poss. off qrinder or meat slicer. Farm machinery. 
135 LOS H06 28 A M20 ile !white ceramic tile sherd, blue printed pattern c1920s to 40s 
136 LOS H07 29 A M20 shed 'Shed" shearer's quarters type housing for travellers; John Hughes. 
137 LOS H07 30 A M20 scatter Broken bricks, alass/ceramic scatter spread by olouqhing. 
138 LOS H07 31 B M20 butterdlsh Butterdish broken clear moulded ala~.s :,llahtly hydrated 
139 LOS H07 32 E M20 eapot Part of spout off Jiqht blue qlazed earthenware teapot 
140 LOS H07 33 c M20 !plate Willow pattern sherd 
141 LOS H07 34 E M20 bottle Glass beverage bottle base: This bottle made in Scotland 
142 LOS H07 35 B M20 suqarbowl Poss handle to suqarbowl, clear glass. 
143 LOS H08 36 ~ M20 ~ral trad .bid lady 20s; O'Hara 30s; Tommy Wedqe & Ethel Potter late 30s to 194S 
144 LOS H08 37ll M20 lplantlnqs irhorny acacia thicket, large, hut location unclear 
145 LOS H08 38 ~ M20 ~catter Scatter of broken bricks over Sm x Sm poss bulldozwd hut remains. 
146 LOS HOB 39 ~ M20 oilet Shallow depression, poss filled rlt containing loose bricks 20m from bank 
147 LOS H08 40 ~ M20 !posts ~cypress stumps 100 h, & cla:t bricks on edge of eoss hut terrace, 12QL 
148 LOS H09 41 ~ M20 household Harry Wedae & Maude Jane Glass sister to "Cookie" Hughes 
149 LOS H09 42 ~ M20 k:onc Cement slab floor about 2.Sx6m 
150 LOS H10 43 ~ M20 bral trad Louisa Simpson nee Wedqe sister to Jimmy_. 
151 LOS H10 44 ~ M20 removal Group of qurn trees, hut location unclear 
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152 LOS H11 45 A M20 housoahold ~imrr~· WedQe 
153 LOS H11 46 K M~O removal IWat•. tank corrugated shAetirlQ, hut location unclear 
154 LOS S01 47 IW M:.!O existing Slaughter housa next to reserve, AC: casual em__Q)QY_er over 20s to 40s 
155 LOS S10 66 rr COL burial Europear. grave he<~dstone and other unknown graves in fence enclosure 
156 LOS $11 67 ~ M20 ~um_Q Between trees, many bottles 1958-1960 dates, steel drums,_guttering 
157 LOS S12 as rr L20 ree Carved tree, goanna 1100x750w, 31km from Cowra beside h_lghway_ 
158 LOS 802 48 I M20 shed Bough shelter as shed for sulkies, between trees 
159 LOS S03 49 ~ M20 scatter Scatter of tin, bricks, cone, and household refuse, poss hut remains 
160 LOS S03 50 c M20 plates 9 sherds wiilow pattern 
161 LOS S03 51 c M20 spoon 1 spoon handle, plastic, green 
162 LOS S03 52 D M20 saucepan 1 black enamelled tin saucepan handle, rivetted 
163 LOS S03 53~ M20 fibro 1 fibro sherd,_gaintedQale blue 
164 LOS S03 54 E M20 eacup 2 teacup handle sherds, white porcelain 
165 LOS S03 55 R M20 necklace 1 clear orange pl.flstic necklace bead, threaded 
166 LOS S03 56 B M20 ar 12 base sherds_Q;inied _Qattern earthenware jar,_Qost WW2 
167 LOS S03 57 D M20 !stove 1 stove plate fragment, cast iron 
168 LOS S03 58 c M20 crockery 5 sherds col:~ured and Qlain white earthenware crockery, not recorded 
169 LOS S03 59 w M20 !garden Silver bush_j:Jiantillfjs 
170 LOS ~04 60 K REC existing !rank and pipeline from river 
171 LOS sos 61 K M20 ank Old water tank down river bank 
f--
172 LOS S06 62 K M20 ank !Windlass into river in former tree clearing, location unclear. 
173 LOS S07 63 K M20 ank Old steelj)late water tank 
174 LOS SOB 64 K M20 ank Old steel plate water tank 
175 LOS S09 65 K M20 ank Old steel plate water tank 
--------------------------------------~---------~-------------
Murie catnp 1940s-1960s 398 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
176 L06 AA camp Murie camp near Condobolin 1940s-1960s (with Charlie Coe, Ruth Coe) 
177 L06 H01 1 A M20 household George Walker 40s; Les Coe & Mali:da Naden 50s-60s. 
178 L06 H01 2ll M20 ree CC: Former cedar tree next to hut 
179 L06 H01 3 E M20 bottles Beer bottle base sherd 1966, 1967, 1968. 
180 L06 H01 41 M20 bicycle Bicycle frame, s_quashed. 
181 L06 H02 SA M20 household Billy Sloane & Catherine Wolf; L~all Goolaoong & Geraldine Ingram 
182 L06 H02 60 M20 stove Stove flue plate, manufactured, cast irc·n. 
183 L06 H02 7G M20 bed Bed irons, pip_e with cast iron fittings. 
184 L06 H02 BE M20 kettle Kettle, enamelled steel. brown, sq1•ashed, 2BOI. 
185 L06 H02 9 E M20 bottle Beer bottle base sherd, 1967. 
186 L06 H02 10 T M20 ence Length of chicken wire fencing mesh, poss fencing to block. 
187 L06 H02 11 H M20 pram Pram Frame, steel bar frame, manuf, c1950s. 
188 L06 H02 12 H M20 ricycle Tricycle Frame, child's. 
189 L06 H02 13 ~ M20 Imber Timber beam, machine sawn cypress, 1 OOx50x4000. 
190 L06 H03 14 ~ M20 household Leo Coe 40s; Nancy Goolagong (nee Ritchie, Anthony G deceased) 60s 
191 L06 H03 15 K M20 I pail Pail handle, fencing wire. 
192 L06 H03 16 E M20 bottle Beer bottle base sherd, 1961. 
193 L06 H04 17 ~ M20 household Mervyn 'Mickey" Wighton & Beryl Ruth Coe. 
194 L06 H04 18 E M20 bottle Beer bottle base sherd, 1955. 
195 L06 H04 19 h' M20 button Metal sew on button, poss. ofF army uniform. 
196 L06 HOS 20 ~ M20 household Les Coe 40s; Mickey Wighton 50s. 
197 L06 HOS 21 I M20 !sulky Box from a sulkY wheel 
198 L06 HOS 22 D M20 !stove Stove plates, broken, manuF cast iron. 
199 L06 HOS 23 K M20 I pail Pail handle made of fencing wire. 
,::..:o L06 HOS 24 s M20 ether Bed iron hammered into ground, eoss horse tether. 
201 L06 HOS 25 E M20 bottle Beer boltle base sherd, 1957. 
202 L06 HOS 26 A M20 'post Wooden post stump, cypress 75x75, 100 high. 
203 L06 HOS 27 A M20 dump Household external fireplace, crushed bottles, 3m from post stump. 
204 L06 HOS 2B F M20 stopper Glass bottle stopper embedded in car track. 
205 L06 HOS 29 G M20 keyplate Brass keyplate to drawers or cashbox, embedded in car track. 
206 L06 HOS 30 T M20 button Sew through button, plastic, embedded in car track. 
207 L06 HOS 31 u M20 lamp Hurricane lam_Q wick holder brass, embedded In road. 
208 L06 HOS 32 c M20 utlerv Steel dinner cutlery fork, embedded In car track. 
209 L06 H06 33 A M20 household William Booth (while pensioner): Jimmv Goolagong & Dolly Ritchie 50s 
210 l06 H07 34 A M20 household "Friday" Nicholls (white man) 40s; 
2.11 L06 HOB 35 ~ M20 household Frank Brown{_while man) 40s; Ellen Murra~ 50s; Rosie. N~wman 60s. 
212 L06 HOB 36 V\ M20 household Ellen MurraY (nee Duncan, Charles Murray deceased) 
213 L06 HOB 37 ~ M20 household Rosie Newman (nee Richards nee Naden; Thomas Newman dec.) 
214 L06 H09 38 ~ M20 household Blundell (white) burned down· Lindsay "Bubble" Sloane & Eunes Grant 
215 l06 H09 39 c M20 condiment Bonox square base dark amber glass jar. 
216 L06 H09 40 Q M20 sewinrt sewing machine part, cast Iron frame for treadle: Patented. 
217 L06 H10 41 ~ M20 household ~"ecll "Daoo" Grant & Josle Johnson 40s; BillY Sloane 50s. 
218 L06 H10 42~ M20 ~fireplace Hut fireplace mound, burnt clay. 
219 l.;'6 H10 43 I M20 bic~·cle Biqycle frame broken. 
220 L06 H10 44 I M20 sulky Sulky parts, various. 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material DescriEtion 
M2" lr--;:e 
··-221 LOB H10 45 s Bed iron hammered into ground 600h,JlOss. rear comer fence to block. 
222 LOB H10 46 I M20 !sulky Sulky parts, various. 
223 LOB H10 47 I M20 car Car air filter and casing. 
224 LOB H10 48 I M20 bicycle Bicycle frame, dismantled. 
225 LOB H11 49 ~ M20 household Harold Coe & Brightie Oaley (from Wellington) 50s-60s. 
226 LOB H12 50 fA. M20 household Percy Sloane & Jean Newman 50s-60s. 
227 LOB H12 51 ~ M20 1replace Firepjace base, manuf. clay_ bricks half buried. 
228 LOB H13 52~ M20 household Ernest "Gundy" Wighton & Muriel Sparks• 50s 
229 LOB H14 53 A M20 household Wimmy Goolagong 
230 LOB H15 54 A M20 household ~ack Branqy_ & Cathleen Ritchie 50s-60s. 
231 LOB H16 55 A M20 household Uohnny Huckle & Violet Sloane 50s-60s 
232 L06 H16 56 R M20 fence Star picket fence post, remains of fencing wire, pass. Huckle block 
233 LOB H17 57 1\ M20 household Les "Charlie" Coe & Isabel ;)owden {from Cowra}: Mick Wighton 60s. 
234 LOB H18 58 v.. M20 household tred Darqin & Mamaret "W1zzy' Sloane 60s. 
235 L06 H19 59 v.. M20 household Seth tvterritt & Shirley Coe 
236 L06 H20 60 v.. M20 household Wack Brandy snr (temporary hut) 
237 L06 H21 61 v.. M20 household Uack Ingram (temporary hut}_ 
238 L06 H22 62 v.. M20 household Bobby Wlghton (temporary hut) 
239 LQ6 H23 63 v.. M20 household fA.Ifie Powell (temporary hut) 
240 1.06 H24 64~ M20 household Penny Naden 
241 L06 H25 65 v.. M20 household V..lfred Naden 
242 L06 H26 66 v.. M20 househvld !Willy Sloane 
243 L06 S01 67 v.. M20 !scatter Extensive olass/ceramic scatter ~Qread from removed huts 1-1 0 
244 L06 S02 68 v.. M20 lctump Bulldozer dumped hut remains, household items. Incl. kero frig casing 
245 L06 S02 69 D M20 !grinder Meat grinder handle. 
246 L06 S02 70 E M20 mug Enamelled stt::-~,1 mug, white, crushed. 
247 L06 S03 71 v.. M20 lctump Bulldozer dU!l!i:;'ed hut remains and household Items. 
248 L06 S04 72V>, M20 lctump Household uump: low mound, hut cladding, 1957 beer bottle base. 
249 L06 S05 R .. M:.lO ree Scarred gum tree, small scarf poss surveyor's mark for Murie bound<iry_ 
250 L06 S06 14 l; M20 ree Scarred, two scarfs cut~y_ CC In 40s:300x1 ~00, 400x2200, steel axe. 
251 LOS S07 75 y M20 burial Mounds seen in 40s b~ cc, 2 or 3 Qossible burials. 
252 L06 SOB 76 y M20 ree Scarred sim to canoe scar, close to known burial ground, 630x3300 
253 LOS S09 770 M20 ree Scarred gum tree steel axe marks over eartier scar 260x1700. 
·-254 L06 S10 78 F M20 shaver . Shaving razor part plated steel. 
255 L06 S10 79 H M20 marb.~ Playing marble, coloured glass. 
256 L06 S10 80 ~l M20 mouthorga Mouthorgan plate, brass. 
.. 
257 L06 S10 81 v.. M20 lctump Household dum_Q, charred refuse, crushed bottles am from tree sa 
258 L06 510 82 Q M20 iron Flat iron 1501 cast iron: Metiers Sydney. 
259 L06 810 a3ll M20 ~ateringca Spout strainer from watering can brass. 
260 L06 510 84 E M20 !glass Drinking glass, clear, "middle size", brok~ln. 
.. 
261 L06 ls1o 85 B M20 ar Base sherd, blue earthenware:Giamour J&G Meakh, E1!9Jand. 
262 LOS 810 aa~t- M20 bowl 8herd willow pattern, poss. small bowl. 
263 L06 810 871c M20 !plate Rim ;;herd willow pattern, dinner plate. 
264 L06 S10 88 I M20 bicycle BicYcle seat frame, steel. 
265 L06 811 89 v.. M20 !scatter Hut remains and scatter, pass. unknown hl't site1 15m from tree 59 • . 
- Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
266 L06 S11 90 ~ M20 dump Household dump; burned glass & ceramics in distinct mound 150h 
267 L06 S11 91 ~ M20 dump Sulky spanner, plated soup spoon, ci cot parts, marble, beer 1953-6 
268 L06 S12 92 IW REC yards Horse yards, hut sites removed. 
269 L06 S12 93 ~ M20 dump Household dump, low mound, crushed glass, bed irons 
270 L06 813 94 ~ M20 dump Household dump, 2 broken bricks, willow pattern 1 sherd, bed irons 
271 L06 814 95 K M20 waterpipe Steel pipe exposed on road, 25 diam steel, poss water supply 
272 LQ6 S15 96 ~ M20 dump Household dump: pram frame, marble, enamelled plate, beer 1960-4 
273 L06 S16 97 s M20 ree Surveyor's morked gum tree, poss former fence line 
?74 L06 S17 98 A M20 dump Household dumpchicken wire, clothes iron, Spruso hair t. beer 1955-63 
275 L06 818 100 y ~b burial 3 carved poles believed to be Aboriginal tribal burials, removed by c1 950s 
276 L06 819 101 A M20 dump Household dump chicken wire, bricks, glass & ceramics, beer 1962 
Murie site stone artefact scatter 401 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
277 L07 iAA !scatter Murie cam_Q site _pre-European artefact scatter __{_vehicle tracks at S2Ql_ 
278 L07 1 AB axe rvolcanic greenstone 23x33x6 flake snapped off a polished ec:!g_e axe 
279 L07 2 AB flake Dark Qrev chert 35x35x8 usewear on convex ec!g_e 
280 L07 3 lAB core Buff and dark grey chert 65x45x25, 20% buff colour cortex 
281 L07 4 jAB lflake Black chert 25x33x8 
282 L07 5 lAB flake Black chert 30x35x1 0 -
283 L07 6 lAB lake Buff chert 20x13x5 broken flake 
284 L07 7 lAB lake Dark grey chert 30x20x8 br')ken flake 
285 L07 8 ~B ~ake Buff and dark grey chert 30x18x1 0 flaked piece 
286 L07 9 lAB lake Buff and dark grey chert 12x25x8, 20% cortex 
287 L07 10 ~B lake Buff and dark grey chert 20x20x5, 50% cortex 
288 L07 11 ~B lake Dark grey chert 20x13x4, 2% red cortex 
289 L07 12 ~B flake Dark grey chert 18x25x5, 5% red cortex 
290 L07 13 ~B lflake Dark grey chert 25x30x5 
291 L07 14 AB lflake Black chert 28x15x8 flaked _Qjece 
292 L07 15 
--'·---
lAB iflake Black chert 2ix17x5 
293 L07 16 lAB flake Dark grey chert 18x1 Ox3 
294 L07 17 lAB !flake Buff chert 13x15x3 
295 L07 18 lAB lake Black chert 15x13x3 
296 L07 19 !As flake Black chert 18x15x3 broken flake 1% red cortex 
297 L07 20 ~s flake Black chert 11 x18x3 
298 L07 21 lAB flake Buff chert 12x20x4, 2% red cortex 
299 L07 22 lAB lake Dark grey chert 20x1 Ex3 
300 L07 23 lAB flake Dark grey chert 18x30x5 
Blind Creek stone artefact scatter 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
301 LOS lAA !scatter Blind Creek, adjacent to Murie camp, pre-Eurqgean artefact scatter (S21) 
302 LOS 1 lAB ~ake Black chert 16x20x8 flake off a scrl!Q_er retouched, usewear_gJoss 
303 LOS 2 lAB endscraper Dark orev chert 50x45x18 pass core rejuv fl;~ke, steep endscraper 
304 LOS 3 ~B ~ake Black chert 30x35x8 core rejuvenation flake usewear on concave edge 
305 LOS 4 ~B !scraper Dark grey chert 45x35x1 0 core rejuv flake u:~ewear on concave edge 
306 LOS 5 ~B core Buff striped chert 45x40x20, 10% cortex, terminal reduction core 
307 LOS 6 lAB ~lake Buff chert 42x32x15, 
308 LOS 7 ~B endscraper Light nrey chert 30x25x10, heavy retouch snapped 
309 LOS 8 ~B lake Black chert 25x25x3, 10% cream colour cortex 
310 LOS 9 ~B flake Black chert 1Sx30x7 
311 LOS 10 lAB flake Striped black /cream chert 27x15x5 
312 LOS 11 lAB ~ake Black chert 21x20x6 
313 LOS 12 lAB !flake Quartz 25x17x6 low flakil}g_grade material 
314 L08 13 lAB blade Lioht orev chert ~otted 16x18x4 usewear concave ec:!g_e, snapped 
315 LOS 14 lAB flake Quartz 20x12x2 tow flaking grade material 
316 LOS 15 ~B flake Light grey silcrete 15x15x3 
317 LOS 16 lAB flake Black chert 1S:-<12x2 
318 LOS 17 lAB flake Light grey chert 1 Ox15x2 
319 LOS 18 lAB flake Black chert 20x15x2 
320 L08 19 lAB lake Dark arev chert 27x15x6 
Carowra Tank 1880s-1930s 402 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Descr!P_tion 
321 L09 AA !settlement Carowra Tank govt settlement (with Topsy Clark, Essie King, Max Johnso 
'-
322 L09 S01 1 lA M20 \scatter Open scatter east of tank, incl. drovers' cam_Q_ discards 
323 L09 S01 2fV M20 mouthorga Mouth oroan_Qiate brass 11 Ox28, 20g 
324 L09 S01 3[./ M20 mouthoroa Mouth organ cover, brass 'Boomerang' brand 
325 L09 S01 4P M20 !wire Fencing wire tie, rusted SSg 
326 L09 S01 5 p M20 chain Chain links, hand-made, 6dia wire, 8~_ 
327 L09 S01 60 M20 campoven [ripod pot hook, cast iron, rusted 12g 
328 L09 S01 70 M20 campoven Camp oven leg, cast iron, 50 h. 95g 
329 L09 S01 8 E M20 bottle Beer bottle base, 1935 date stamp_ 
330 L09 S01 9E M20 bottle Beer bottle base, manufacturer's staiTlQ. undated 
331 L09 S01 10 u M20 lamp Hurricane lamp wick holder, brass, 35dia, 6g 
332 L09 S01 11 0 M20 frypan Rim sherd, cast iron fryQan, 2.5th, SQg 
333 L09 S01 12 G M20 chest Chest latch cover,_Qiated, 25g 
334 L09 S01 13 0 M20 lshotoun Shotoun cartridge cap, brass, 3g: Eley no 12 London 
335 L09 is01 14 T M20 rivet Overall rivet, 20dia, 2g 
336 L09 S01 15 Q M20 knife Pen knife plate, brass, 70x20, steel tang, fish motif, 15g 
337 L09 S01 16 V\ M20 cladding Hut tin sheets, corrtlfl_ated~qal and rjQQie iron, ~ox. 20~m. scattered 
338 L09 S01 17 H M20 inkpot Stoneware base, brown glaze, 85dia, Lovatt & Lovatt, Notts,_Q_oss. in~ot. 
339 L09 S01 18 F M20 medicine Bottle base, pass medicine bottle, rect 50x27, 15g 
340 L09 S01 19 ·t: M20 condiment Bottle top,flint_Qiass,_Q_oss salad or olive oil, 15dia, air bubbles, cracked to 
341 L09 S01 20 8 M20 ar Stoneware base sherd, white glaze, 35g 
342 L09 S01 21 L M20 basin Stoneware rim sherd, pass wash basin 220dia, white glaze, 25g 
343 L09 S01 22 c M20 !plate Earthenware_Qiate sherds, 2no, white_glaze, ~ 
344 L09 S01 23 E M20 bottle Base sherd black bottle glass, raised lettering, 40g 
345 L09 S01 24 E E20 bottle Bottle top, large size whisky "black" bottle, 20dia, air bubbles, 40g 
346 L09 S01 25 E E20 bottle Base sherd off half-sized wtisky "black" bottle, raised lettering 
347 L09 S01 26 F M20 medicine ~uare bottle side frC![ment, manganese coloured clear, 3§9_ 
348 L09 S01 27 F M20 medicine Flint olass sherd, medicine bottle , 20x35, Sg 
349 L09 S01 28 E M20 bottle f2 glass sherds, clear, manganese coloured, unidentified, 12g 
350 L09 S01 29 F M20 medicine Base sherd, clear glass, 40dia, abraded, pass _pill jar, 20g 
351 L09 S02 30 Q ~B !scatter Stone artefacts within 200m radius area of tank. 
352 L09 802 31 y AS grindstone Grindstone fragment, silicified sandstone dished one side 315g 
353 L09 S02 32 Q AB grindstone Grindstone broken, sil.sandstone, both sides _ground, peckir1Q_ marks 25~ 
354 L09 S02 33 Q AB ~lake 't-'_aste flake, ochre coloured silcrete, weathered, 2Qg_ 
355 L09 S02 34 Q AB flake Waste flake, grey silcrete, 2g 
356 L09 S03 35 A M20 dump 2 domestic refuse dumps, incl. glass and ceramics 
357 L09 S03 36 E E20 bottle . Base, gin dark green bottle, 60x60 square, 120g 
358 L09 S03 37 E E20 bottle Schiedam Aromatic Schnapps bottle fragment, green, 70sq. 
359 L09 S03 38 E M20 bottle Hosteler's Bitters bottle fragment, pale brown, ~quare, weathered. 
360 L09 S03 39 E E20 bottle Laroe size whislsi'_"black" bottle base 75dia, 25 kick-UQ c1880-1920 
361 L09 S03 40 E E20 bottle Base, gin "black" bottle, 65dia, 18 kickup. 
362 L09 S03 41 E E20 bottle Base, "skittle-shaped" stout bottle,_green SOdia, 5 l<ickuQ, 6~ 
363 L09 S03 42 E M20 bottle Bottle top, hot sauce eg Pick Me Up, flint olass,18dia, stoppered. 
364 L09 S03 43 F M20 medicine Bottle top, flint glass, !JOSS olive oil bottle, mould seam, 12dia 20g 
365 L09 S03 44 E E20 bottle Bottle top, clear, mang_ coloured, hy_d, 1 Odia, lemonade or vanilla essence 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
366 L09 803 45 E E20 bottle Bottle top, Sasparilla pale blue bottle 18dia. Commonly a pub beer mixer 
367 L09 803 46 E E20 bottle !2 Bottle tops, whisky "black" bottle, 20dia, 5~ 
368 L09 803 47 F M20 medicine Cobalt glass base sherd, mould seam, 40dia, heavily hyd, 3Qg_ 
369 L09 803 48 F M20 medicine Glass stopper, clear, for 16dia neck, heavily weathered, 20g 
370 L09 803 49 E E20 [Qiass Base sherd pass pub glass, moulded, 40dia, mang coloured, 2~g 
371 L09 803 50 E E20 glass Side moulded pass pub glass, clear, mang coloured, hyd, 5Qg_, 
372 L09 803 51 F M20 medicine Base sherd 8 oz cobalt glass bottle, castor oil or similar, heavily hydrated. 
373 L09 803 52 E E20 bottle Bottle top, "cham_Qa_gne to_Q''j:)lain reusable beer bottle, weathered, 20g 
374 L09 803 53 R M20 vase Moulded qlass sherd, clear mang coloured,_Qoss vase, ~ 
375 L09 803 54 H M20 ~late 14 slate fragments, 6g, 2 with ground edge one side 
376 L09 803 55 R M20 lclock Brass d.isc 45dia, 1th, serrated ecl_g_e,_Qins & machine part att, poss clock 
377 L09 803 56 c M20 [platter Rim sherd, pass platter, flat E-ware, blue landsc<!2_e_Qattem, 280dia, 65g 
378 L09 803 57 c M20 !platter Base sherd, E-ware, blue floral transfer pattern, scored base, 35g 
379 L09 803 58 c M20 !platter 16 sherds, poss_Qiatter, blue floral transferQ_attern, 11 Qg_ 
380 L09 803 59 c M20 !platter 3 rim sherds, E-ware, grey floral transfer pattern, 260dia, 8Qg_ 
381 L09 803 60 c M20 [platter 14 sherds, E-ware, grey floral transfer pattern, 260dia, 75g 
382 L09 803 61 E M20 ea cup 2 rim sherd,J)OSS tea cup, E-ware, blue geometricpattern, 6g 
383 L09 803 62 c M20 ureen 1 rim sherd, E-ware,_Qurpje_geometric transfer _Qatter, 250dia poss, 15g 
384 L09 S03 63 c M20 saucer 1 rim sherd, E-ware, green __geometric transfer_Qattem,_Qoss saucer, 1_g_ 
385 L09 803 64 R M20 !vase 1 sherd, E-ware, dk green floral transfer pattern, pass vase, 4g 
386 L09 803 65 c M20 !plate 1 rim sherd, E-ware,_green_geometric transfer_Qatter, pass bread plate 1g 
387 L09 803 66 c M20 !plate 1 sherd, E-ware, burgundy floral transfer pattern, pass _Qiate, 19_ 
388 L09 S03 67 c M20 bowl 1 sherd, E-ware, polychrome painted, pass lg bowl, 1g 
389 L09 S03 68 c M20 !plate 1 sherd, E-ware, purple geometric pattern,_Qoss b&b_Qiate, 1Qg_ 
390 L09 803 69 c M20 bowl 1 sherd, E-ware, striped blue painted edge, pass bowl, 150dia, 4g 
391 L09 803 70 c M20 !platter 1 sherd, E-ware, white w moulded floral pattern, _Qoss platter,1 ~g 
392 L09 S03 71 c M20 /platter 1 sherd, E-ware, manuf mark in black, 4g: ... der Bourne & Co Burslem 
393 L09 803 72 F M20 ·ar Broken E-warejar, white_Qiaze, _Qoss toothpowder, 30h, 75dia, 4Qg_ 
Mudda Rocks stone artefact scatter 404 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
394 L10 AA AB ~catter Mudda Rocks waterhole, pre-Eurqg_ean artefact scatter_(_with Irene Melros 
395 L10 1 ~B micro blade Buff chert 12x9x4 snapp_ed distal end, 3 dorsal microblade flakirm_ scars 
396 L10 2 ~B microblade Buff chert 14x6x3 assymetric backed blade, sn~ed distal end, usewear 
397 L10 3 ~B microblade Dark grey chert 15x12x2 distal end broken off 
398 L10 4 AB micro blade Grey chert 15x6x2 both~ ends broken off 
399 L10 5 fA,B ~craper Buff chert 40x30x10 invasive flakinQ,_Q_oss usewear, on convex ec.lge 
400 L10 6 ~B endscraper Grey silicified conglomerate 26x18x8 end scraper, hea'{Y_ retouch 
401 L10 7 ~B !scraper Nvhite guartz 20x18x3 small discoidal scraper, retouch on all margins 
402 L10 8 AB ~craper Silcrete 35x38x10 discoidal scr<!J)_er sim to tufa adze,Jloss hafting gloss 
403 L10 9 AB ~caper Grey chert 45x30x18 side scr<!J)_er, fair usewear, core rejuv flake 
404 L10 10 fA,B !flake Buff chert 51x30x14 
405 L10 11 AB lake Grey chert 30x30x18, 10% cortex, both ends snapped 
406 L10 12 AB iflake Silicified conglomerate 38x38x1 0 
407 L10 13 AB flake Buff chert 40x40x20 
408 L10 14 V..B Jake Grey chert 24x20x3, 2% cortex 
409 L10 15 16B flake Gre_y_ chert 30x20x6, flaked piece 
410 L10 16 V..B lake Buff chert 19x17x4 
411 L10 17 V..B Jake Buff chert 30x15x7, flaked piece 
412 L10 18. V.,B blade Buff chert 20x13x8 snapll_ed distal end 
413 L10 19 jAB Jake Buff chert 1 Ox22x3 
414 L10 20 V..s flake Silicified conglomerate 25x18x8 
415 L10 21 V..B core !white quartz 25x20x4poss core 
416 L10 22 - V..B core liJIJhite_guartz 28x18x18 pass core 
417 L10 23 V..B core !white quartz 20x12x8 pass core 
418 L10 24 jAB core !white quartz 15x18x14Qoss core 
419 L10 25 V..B flake Gre_y chert 20x20x12 core rejuvenation flake, 5% cortex 
420 L10 26 V..B flake Buff chert 15x18x6 
421 L10 27 V..B lnake Purple silcrete 16x20x4 
422 L10 28 jAB iflake Buff chert 15x20x5 
423 L10 29 M flake Grey chert 1 Ox20x3 
424 L10 30 ~B flake PufJ)Ie silcrete 11 x17x3 
425 L10 31 AB flake Grey silcrete 15x13x3 
426 L10 32 ,A,B flake Nvhite quartz 20xi Ox1 OflOSS flaked piece 
427 L10 33 AB Jake Brown silc;ete 1 Ox15x5 
428 L10 34 AB lake Grey chert 12x15x5 
429 L10 35 AB flake Grey chert 20x12x3, flaked piece 
430 L10 36 6B flake . Grey_ chert 17x15x6 flaked _Qiece, 20% cortex 
431 L10 37 AB lake Grey chert 22x16x10 flaked piece 
432 L10 38 AB Jake Cream colour silcrete 19x13x5 
433 L10 39 AB flake 
. 
Dark grey chert 15x10x4 flaked piece 1 microblade flakingscar 
434 L10 40 AB Jake Dark grey chert 1 Ox1 OxS flakedj)iece 
435 L10 41 t,s Jake Greysilcrete 15x14x3 
436 L10 42 AB blade Dark grey chert 13x7x3 snapped distal end 
437 L10 43 AB Jake Buff chert 9x1 ix4 
438 L10 44 AS flake Dark grey chert 15x11 x3 
' 405 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
439 L10 45 lAB It-Jake Grey chert 1 Ox15x2 
440 L10 46 lAB lake Silcrete 13x8x2 chip 
441 L10 47 lAB iflake Grey chert 1 Ox15x6 core rejuv flake 
442 L10 48 ~B microblade Red chert 12x8x5 distal end snapped, 1 microblade flaking scar 
443 L10 49 lAB It-fake Buff chert 11 x1 Ox2 
444 L10 50 lAB flake Cream silcrete 11 x1 Ox1.5 chip 
445 L10 51 AB lake Dark qrey chert 15x1 Ox3 broken flake 
446 L10 52 lAB !nake White quartz 15x7x2 poss flake 
447 L10 53 ~B flake Cream silcrete 15x1 Ox2 
448 L10 54 ~B microblade Greychert 12x6x2.5 distal end broken 
449 L10 55 AB lake White quartz 13x1 Ox5 poss flake 
450 L10 56 AB flake Buff chert 15x7x7 flaked piece, 2 poss microblade flakinq scars 
451 L10 57 AB lake Grey chert 1 Ox1 Ox2 
452 L10 58 AB lake Buff chert 16x1 Ox7 core rotation flake 
453 L10 59 AB flake Grey chert 15x8x3 chip, 2 microblade flaking scars 
454 L10 60 AB lake Cream silcrete 15x10x6, 5% cortex 
455 L10 61 AB lake Buff chert 1 Ox1 Ox2 
456 L10 62 AB iflake Grey silcrete 1 Ox15x2 
457 L10 63 AB flake Black chert 1 Ox7x1 
458 L10 64 AB chip Grey chert 8x8x3 chip 
459 L10 65 ~B chip ~hite quartz 1 Ox8x3 chip 
460 L10 66 lAs lnake White silcrete 8x13x2 flaked piece 
461 L10 67 
-· 
lAB chip White quartz 10x6x6 chip 
462 L10 68 ~B chip White quartz 11 x8x3 chip 
463 L10 69 lAB flake Grey chert 12x10x8 flaked piece 
464 L10 70 ~B flake Grey chert 7x12x5, 5% cortex 
465 L10 71 lAs chip White quartz 1 Ox1 Ox2 chip 
466 L10 72 lAB chip Clear quartz crystal 8x5x5 chip 
467 L10 73 lAB chip White quartz 1 Ox6x3 chip 
468 L10 74 lAB k:hip Dark grey chert 1 Ox7x2 chip 
469 L10 75 ~B chip Red silicified conoiomerate 7x7x1 chiD 
470 L10 76 lAs chip White quartz 8x6x3 chip 
471 L10 77 ~B chip White quartz 1 Ox7x8 chip 
472 L10 78 ~B chip Clear quartz crystal 8xSx5 chip 
473 L10 79 ~B chip Clear quartz 12x8x3 chip 
474 L10 80 AB chip White quartz 12x12x5 chip 
475 L10 81 AB blade Grey silicified conglomerate 15x8x3 distal end broken off 
476 L10 82 AB lake Buff chert 12x15x5 
477 L10 83 AB chip. White quartz 11 x1 Ox3chip 
478 L10 84 AB arindstone Slate 75x65x18 one flat grindino surface, poss blade sharpening stone 
479 L10 85 AB grindstone Slate 115x65x18 small flat grinding surface, poss for blade shaJ'!)_ening 
480 L10 86 AB grindstone Slate/schist 84x58x18 one side 1mm dished grinding surface, broken 
Springs camp 1930s-1940s households 406 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
1366 Mao1!AA camp Springs came near Orange 1930s-1940s households (with Joyce Williams 
1367 MaO'd!-:f01 1 .A. M20 household Roy Bell & Tilley Stanley, children Stan, Joan & others below 
1368 Ma01!H02 2A M20 household h"eddy Bumes & Nooksey Bell (daughter from H01), children Terry, Albert 
1369 Ma01 H03 3A M20 household Wack Bell (son from H01) & Trixie Grace, 2 boys 
1370 Ma01 H04 4.A._ M20 household !Archie Merritt & Levenia Bell (daughter from H01) 
1371 Ma01 HOS SA M20 household Roy Staggs (W) & Caroline Bell (daughter from H01) 
1372 Ma01 H06 6A M20 household Ronny Bell (son from H01) & Gladys Towney 
1373 Ma01 H07 7.A._ M20 household Uack Simpson & Louisa Wedge, 8 children, later married Harry Fitzgerald 
1374 Ma01 HOB 8 A M20 household Billy Hart & Mary Sloane, no children 
1375 Ma01 H09 9~ M20 household ? Monighan & Eva Monighan, 5 children, 2 to later husband Jim Moroney 
1376 Ma01 H10 10 ~ M20 household Billy Stanley & Margaret Stewart, 4 boy_s 
1377 Ma01 H11 11 ~ M20 household Rawdon Lane & Maggie May, children Joyce and Billy 
1378 Ma01 H12 12 ~ M20 household Bob Wighton & Kate Sloane 
1379 Ma01 H13 13 ~ M20 household Mary & Ollie Woods, elderly sisters (W) 
1380 Ma01 H14 14~ M20 household "Deafie", elderly deaf man (W) 
1381 Ma01 H15 15 ~ M20 household Pat & Mick Alexander, brothers (W) 
1382 Ma01 H16 16 ~ M20 household Mr O'Sullivan (W) 
1383 Ma01 H17 17 ~ M20 household Comers & goers, short term seasonal picking households 
Wellington Town Co1n1non 1950s-1970 households 407 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
1384 Ma02 AA camp Wellington Town Common 1950s-1970 households (Rose Chowne, Tilly 
1385 Ma02 H01 ~ L20 household unknown 
1386 Ma02 H02 ~ L20 household Carr household 
1387 Ma02 H02 A L20 mound Low hut mound & glass /ceramic scatter on road 
138p Ma02 H03 A_ L20 household Davey Stanley & Linda Carr 
1389 Ma02 H03 A L20 scatter Glass/ceramic scatter 
1390 Ma02 H04 A L20 household "Mudgee" (Harry Phillips) & Granny Phillips 
1391 Ma02 H04 A L20 mound Low hut mound, buried bed frames, glass /ceramic scatter 
1392 Ma02 HOS A L20 household Carr or Stewart household 
1393 Ma02 HOS ~ L20 !scatter Glass/ceramic scatter over wide area, hut pass near existing_ dump 
1394 Ma02 H06 ~ L20 household Bobby Stewart & Violet Carr 
1395 Ma02 H06 k\. L20 !scatter Glass/ceramic scatter around tree, hut location unclear 
1396 Ma02 H07 ~ L20 household "Kingy" Carr & Thelma Daley 
1397 Ma02 H07 ~ L20 mound Low hut mound, glass/ceramic scatter, woven mattress wire 
1398 Ma02 HOB k\ L20 household Billy King & children Jessie & Billy Jnr. 
1399 Ma02 HOB ~ L20 !scatter Concrete, ceramic/glass scatter over wide area, hut location unclear 
1400 Ma02 H09 ~ L20 household Una Smith & Ken Bell, son Cobb a wheelchair invalid 
1401 Ma02 H09 ll\ L20 mound Low hut mound, tin ciaddingdownhilr, used to have steps to river (RC) 
1402 Ma02 H10 A L20 household Lenny Stephens & Bertha Lane 
1403 Ma02 H10 A L20 removal Hut straddling gully, removed during Cleanup Aust. 1991, no relics 
1404 Ma02 H11 "'- L20 household Caroline Bell & "Tich" Stags 
1405 Ma02 H11 A L20 building ifin buildings, photographed 
1406 Ma02 H12 A L20 household Matilda Stanley & Harry Bell 
1407 Ma02 H12 A L20 building Tin buildings. photographed 
1408 Ma02 H13 fl._ L20 household Olga Bell & Daniel Button 
1409 Ma02 H13 A L20 removal Location unclear 
1410 Ma02 H14 A L20 household Ronnie Bell & Gladdie Towne~ 
1411 Ma02 H14 A_ L20 scatter Glass/ceramic scatter 
1412 Mau::' H15 ~ L20 household Fred West & Lillian H<lll (who came from Narromine) 
1413 Ma02 H15 ~ L20 !scatter Glass/ceramic scatter downhill from reported hut site 
1414 Ma02 H16 ~. L20 household Seasonal short-stay hut for "comers and goers" 
1415 Ma02 H16 ~ L20 mound Half-buried tin cladding, former temporary hut 
1416 Ma02 H17 ~ L20 household !wally Stanley & fay West 
1417 Ma02 H17 ~ L20 !scatter k31ass/ceramic scatter 
1418 Ma02 H1B ~ L20 household Martha Daley (nee Mickey) 
1419 Ma02 H18 ~ L20 !scatter h"hin glass/ceramic scatter on road 
1420 Ma02 H18 H L20 oy .Die cast wheel from child's toy, nail attached, illustrated 
1421 Ma02 H18 z L20 coin 193B halfpenny on road surface near hut site 
1422 Ma02 H19 A_ L20 household 'Wildcat" & Bertha Stephens (previously Lane) 
1423 Ma02 H19 A. L20 removal Road grading removal of hut relics 
1424 Ma02 H19 v L20 mouthoma Brass mouth organ plate, downhill from removed hut site 
1425 Ma02 H19 E L20 bottle Beer bottle base, dated 1948, downhill of hut site 
1426 Ma02 H20 A L20 household Cecil Tawney & Maggie Stanley 
1427 Ma02 H20 A. L20 house site Cone block footings, approx 100sq m floor (drawn) 
1428 Ma02 H21 A L20 household !wally Stanley & Fay West, moved from H17 
Wellington district Aboriginal artefacts (collected) 408 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
1466 Ma03 'AA collection Wellinqton district Aboriqinai artefact private collection (Peter Sear) 
1467 Ma03 1 0 lAs axe Greenstone" axe found cnr Gobollon & Raymond Sts Wellington (photo) 
1468 Ma03 20 lAB axe Variety_ of axe heads, mostly reworked basalt 
1469 Ma03 30 lAs blade 2 trimmed qlass artefacts from Mumbil Cr, Little River 
1470 Ma03 40 lAB microblade Variety incl backed blades "bondi" points, from Mumbil Cr 
1471 Ma03 50 lAB wedge !Variety of stone wedges for removing shields from sides of trees 
1472 Ma03 60 ~8 axe 1\!ariety_ of stone axes, "waisted" for haftinq --
1473 Ma03 70 1\B !pick !Variety of stone picks pass. for stone quarrying, "waisted" for hafting 
1474 Ma03 80 AB !grindstone !Variety with shallow dishing, pass. seed grinding mills 
1475 Ma03 90 AB club Bendi" wooden club with handmade horseshoe nail knobs (illustrated) 
1476 Ma03 10 0 AB carved tree One of few remalninq tree carvings recorded by Etheridge in 1911 
1477 Ma03 11 0 AB !shield Wooden shield, stone chip scored (illustrated) 
1478 Ma03 12 0 AB ~hield Wooden shield fished out of Bell R:ver, pass. suited to C14 dating 
409 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
1429 Ma02 1-121 ~ L20 removal Hut location unclear 
1430 Ma02 H22 ll\ L20 household Bruce ... & Dawn Staggs 
1431 Ma02 H22 A L20 removal iremporary tent camj:, scoured by river, no relics 
1432 Ma02 H23 A L20 household Laura Towney & Jac!( Ah'see 
1433 Ma02 H23 A L20 removal Excavated for quarry 
1434 Ma02 H24 A L20 household Violet Smith (nee Button) 
1435 Ma02 H24 A L20 scatter ifhin glass/ceramic scatter 
1436 Ma02 H24 M L20. oilet Pit toilet with timber floor framing remaining 
1437 Ma02 H25 A L20 household Pop" (Bert) Button & Janet Button 
1438 Ma02 H25 A L20 scatter Thin glass/ceramic scatter, "Pop" used to _golish stones, not surveyed 
1439 Ma02 H26 A L20 household "Budaie" Ah'see & Greta Ah'see (nee West) 
1440 Ma02 H26 ~ L20 removal Road grading removal of hut relics 
1441 Ma02 H27 ~ L20 household John Amatto & Josie Ah'see 
1442 Ma02 1-127 lA. L20 removal Road aradinQ removal of hut relics 
1443 Ma02 1-128 lA. L20 household Mrs. Toomey {nee Peckham} 
1444 Ma02 H28 ~ L20 ~caller Light glass/ceramic scatter 
1445 Ma02 H29 lA. L20 household John West & Joan Nolan 50s; Sam Ah'see & Jeanie Murray 50s 
1446 Ma02 H29 lA. L20 removal Machine excavation removal of hut relics 
1447 Ma02 H30 ~ L20 household Sam Ah'see & Jeanie Murray, moved from H29 
1448 Ma02 H30 ~ L20 remova' Machine excavation removal of hut relics 
1449 Ma02 H31 )\ L20 househora ''Pea" Townev & Gloria Stewart 
1450 Ma02 1-131 A L20 removal Machine excavation removal or hut relics 
1451 Ma02 H32 ~ L20 household "Wong_" Tawney & Nita Gray 
1452 Ma02 H32 ~ L20 removal Machine excavation removal of hut relics 
1453 Ma02 1-133 A L20 household Mickey Daley & Queenie Bell 
1454 Ma02 1-133 'A L20 removal Machine excavation removal or hut relics 
1455 Ma02 H34 ll\ L20 household !Jimmie Simon & Gladle Tawney 
1456 Ma02 H34 A L20 removal Machine excavation removal of hut relics 
1457 Ma02 H35 A L20 household Eddie Stanley & Marge .. , Willie Stanley (father) 50s; 
1458 Ma02 1-135 A l20 scatter Glass/ceramic scatter 
1459 Ma02 1-135 H L20 marble rhild's coloured glass playing marble 
1460 Ma02 1-135 A L20 household Windy & Joycle Penchey, Mickey Daley & Queenie Bell from H33, 60s 
1461 Ma02 1-135 A L20 household IAunty Una & Cobb, late 60s 
1462 Ma02 1-136 A L20 household Emmv Stanley 1!. Artie Carr 
1463 Ma02 1-136 A LQO removal Excavation removal of hut relics 
1464 Ma02 1-137 A l20 building IAIM church built c1957, still standing, l:!llOtogral:!hed 
1465 Ma02 S1 K L20 ~ell 1950s water mill pumped stock well, partly fil!ed In, now approx 3m deep. 
Bell Bridge camp 1930s-1940s households 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
1479 Ma04 ~ amp Bell Brid"e near Wellington 1930s-1940s households (with Joyce William~ 
1480 Ma04 H01 1 lA. M20 household Tommy Smith & Sally May1 Bi!ly_King used to stay over with them 
1481 Ma04 1-102 2~ M20 household Billy Hart & Marv Sloane (from the Sprinos) 
1482 Ma04 1-103 3lA. M20 household Dan Riley & Ollie Riley (W), children born at this camp 
1483 M:!04 1-104 4lA. M20 household Ted Carr 
1484 Ma041~05 5lA. M20 !household ~larry Chatfield (Wellington) & Madge Merritt (Narromine}1 boY.S Max ...:......J 
Bushranger's Creek camp 1950s 410 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
1485 MaDS 1M camp Bushranger's Creek camp 1950s (with Ethel Baxter, Irene Daley) 
1486 MaDS H01 1 A L20 household Kenny Bell & Una Smith 6 children late 50s; Linda Taylor household 60s 
1487 MaDS H01 2A L20 fireplace Slone rubble fireQiace mo!lnd, incl some buried bricks 
1488 MaDS H01 3IJ L20 !garden Terrace 6m x 6m edged with stone rubble, pass Mrs. Bell's flower garden 
1489 MaDS H01 4 E L20 bottle 1957 beer bottle base 
1490 MaDS HOi S E L20 bottle Whole fortified wine amberglass bottle : McWilliams 
1491 MaDS H01 6C L20 crockery White earthenware ceramics> 10 sherds 
1492 MaDS H02 7~ L20 household Unknown 
1493 MaDS H02 B~ L20 ~replace Stone rubble fireplace low mound, several half buried bricks 
1494 MaDS H02 9~ L20 in Tin hut claddinq sheets, half buried 
1495 MaDS H03 10 lA. L20 household Unknown 
1496 MaDS H03 11 ~ L20 boulder Poss part of stone fireplace, hut location unclear 
1497 MaDS H03 12 c L20 condiment Clear a lass: Pick-Me-Up 19S9 
1498 MaDS H04 13 ~ L20 household Comers and goers, eg, Morris family 
1499 MaDS H04 14 ~ L20 in Flattened tin sheets, stacked on hillside, apprux 12 sq m 
1500 MaDS H04 15 K L20 tlrums Several S gall steel drums, 1_fJ_unched for handle 
1501 MaDS HOS 16 ~ L20 household Clarrie Chatfield & Madge?, 6 children 
1502 MaDS HOS 17)\ L20 in Tin hut cladding, half buried in small terrace approx 10 sq m 
1503 MaDS H06 18 lA. L20 household Ernie Knight, 2 boys 
1504 MaOS H06 19 A L20 in Tin hut cladding, half buried approx 4 so m 
1505 MaDS H07 20 )\ l20 househ(,!rJ Lorna Dunn, husband Alex Williams deceased 6 children 
1506 MaDS H07 21 A L20 mound Low hut mound with stone rubble fireplace remains, post stump 
1507 MaOS H07 22 t- L20 errace Sliqht earth terrace with 2 star picket pegs 300h 
1508 MaDS H07 23 A L20 in Flat tin sheets ~f hut cladding, approx s sq m 
1509 MaDS H07 24 T L20 shoe Shoe leather with brass lace eyelets (illust) 
1510 MaDS H07 2S c L:!O plate 11'./hite earthenware dinner plate rim sherd moulded edge 
1511 MaDS HOB 26 A L20 household Billie Dunn & Elsie Swan 7 children 
1512 MaDS HOB 27 E l20 dump Household refuse partly burned & buried incl rusted tins & bottles 
1513 MaDS HOB 2B A L20 in ITin hut cladding sheets, approx 10 sq m 
1514 MaDS HOB 29 8 L20 meat safe Rusted meat safe side sheet, 400 x 400 approx 
1515 MaDS HOB 30 T L20 lr.omb Part of plastic tortoiseshell hair comb 
1516 MaDS HOB 31 Q L20 !grindstone Broken carborundum knife sharpening wheel frag 75dia 10th, dished 
1517 MaDS HOB 32 F L20 mirror 1 sherd mirror-backed glass 6mm th 
1518 MaOS HOB 33 c L20 butter dish Clear moulded glass butter dish, broken 
1519 MaDS HOB 34 F L20 oothpas!e !Zinc toothpaste tube squashed 
1520 MaOS HOB 3SIT l20 buckle Burnt elated metal buckle: Aros rustless 
1521 MaDS H08 36 H L20 baby bottle. 1 sherd clear glass baby bottle with graduated markings 
1522 MaDS HOB 371T L20 buckle Small Rlated buckle for camera strap or similar 
1523 M_aOS HOB 38 E L20 :plastic top Plastic corktop from fortified wine bottle: Penfolds 
1524 MaOS HOB 39 E L20 ea cup Base sherd white earthenware: ... quality made in Japan 
1525 MaOS HOB 40 c L20 iplate lwhite earthenware rim sherd moulded edge gold edging 
1526 MaDS HOB 41 c L20 'plate E-white rim sherd coloured floral transfer pattern moulded edge 
1527 Ma05 HOB 42 R L20 ornament Ornamental dish Por rim snerd painted glaze oriental import 90dia 
1528 MaDS H08 431T L20 brass rivet Brass clothing_ rivet Bdia: made in France 
1529 MaDS HOB 44 F L20 bottle Clear glass screwtop bottle pass Vaseline Hair Tonic 
Site Loc Art Code Age M~terial Description 
1530 MaDS HOB 45 F L20 bottle Clear glass screwtoo bottle poss aftershave or hair tonic 
1531 MaDS SD1 46 K L20 !water hole Bush ranger's Creek water hole in which HW almost drowned 
1532 MaDS S03 47 E L20 kiump Household dump between HD2 & HD4, mainly burnt & buried bottles 
1533 MaDS S03 48 c L20 condiment Clear sauce bottle: Jones & Co Sydney 
1534 MaDS SD3 49 E L20 bottle Whole clear glass Shelleys drink bottle c6Ds 
1535 MaDS S03 50 E L20 bottle 2 whole McWilliams fortified wine amber gl bottles lined up on ground 
1536 MaDS S03 51 c L20 condiment we Douglass Ltd Sydney,_Q_oss sweet mustard sauce, cl bottle 
1537 MaDS S03 52 E L20 bottle Clear glass soft drink: C Matthews Wellinqton 
1538 MaDS S04 53 M L20 oilet oilet pit, 1m x 1m partly filled with rubbish 
1539 MaDS S04 54~ l20 dump household refuse & steel scrap items 
1540 MaDS S04 55 H L20 cot cot frame 870h, 730w, cast iron fittings (photo) 
1541 MaOS S04 56 I L20 bicycle rusted bicycle frame 1150!, wheel 620dia (photo) 
1542 MaDS S04 57 D L20 stove 1re bucket cut from drum, 590 dia, 330h 
1543 MaDS S04 58 I L20 car car body, squashed, ooss part of Bill Dunn's car 
1544 MaDS S04 59 T l20 handbag remains of plated ladies' handbag frame 
1545 MaDS S04 60 D L20 chimney Flattened corr iron sheet, part of chimney flue, 6701 x 570w (photo) 
1546 MaDS S04 61 D L20 hook Manufacturedpail handle modified as pot hook, 5401 (photo) 
1547 MaOS S04 62 H L20 bicycle Child's bicycle frame forks, 5301 (photo) 
1548 MaDS S04 63 K L20 lsyohon Rubber siphon hose, 1BOOI 
1549 MaDS sos 64 M L20 oilet !rollet pit rubbish filled 
1550 MaDS S06 65 M L20 oilet !Toilet oit rubbish filled 
1551 MaDS SO? 66 E l20 dump Scatter of crushed bottle fragments, pass bottle dump & outside fire 
1552 MaOS SOB 67 M L20 oilet [oilet pit rubbish filled, rusted food can durnfJ 
1553 MaDS S09 68 I L20 loath Narrow footpath remains on contour, erosion scars 
Talbragar govt. settlement, 1930s-1960s households 412 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
1554 Ma06 lM settlement Talbragar govt settlement, households 1930s-50s{with Ruby McGuiness) 
1555 Ma06 H01 1~ M20 household "Old house" Alec Riley & Ethel Taylor (born Talgraga!}, 8 children 
1556 Ma06 H01 2~ M20 planting Pepper tree, 1000 diam 
1557 Ma06 H01 3~ M20 lwatertank Cone foundation wall 200h 
1558 Ma06 1102 4~ M20 household "Old hou::.. .3rannie Taylor (Ruby's gran), daughter in law Emily_ T~or 
1559 Ma06 H02 5~ M20 !planting Cedar trees, several 
1560 Ma06 H02 6~ M20 lmanting Fig tree, Sm diam SQfead 
1561 Ma06 H02 7A M20 lwatertank Cone foundation wall, 150h 
1562 Ma06 H02 8A M20 lamp Kerosene lantern part 
.. 
1b6J Ma06 H03 9A M20 household 'Old house" Aunty Harriet Taylor, .2 sons and their children 
1564 Ma06 H04 10 lA M20 household 'Old house" Sarah T~_lnr_{Ethel T.'s sister) & Aurthur Burnes, 10 children 
1565 Ma06 H04 11 ~ M20 new big Recent toilet block buill over old house site 
1566 Ma06 HOS 12 [A M20 household "Old house" Ted Tayior & Mary Weldon, 4 children 
1567 Ma06 HD6 13 ~ M:'O household '0 1 \~ house, comers and goers (tempor<!IY_ st~. 
1568 Ma06 HD7 14IA L20 household "New house" Alec Riley & Ethel Ta~'or, children 
1569 Ma06 HOB 1SIA L20 household "New house", Ted T<!ylor & Mary_ Weldon, children 
1570 Ma06 HD9 1s1A L20 household "New house", comers and_JJoers _(tell}_Q_orary_ st~ 
1571 Ma06 H10 111A L20 household ~rthur Burnes' humpy on the Common 
1572 Ma06 H11 18 ~ L20 household Wohnny Hill's humpy on the Common 
1573 MaDS H12 19 ~ E20 household Early self-built huts Jimlll'i Governor & other early_peOQie, behind missio f.-
1574 Ma06 H13 20 lA E20 hous~hold !wally Byre & Mary Byre, behind mission 
1575 Ma06 H14 20 lA M20 !school [Aboriginal school, 3 ell toilets: teacher, boys'cgirls', post holes (drawn) 
1576 Ma06 H14 21 ~ L20 household ~ec Riley & Ethel Taylor, moved in after school closed 
1577 Ma06 H14 221A L20 !planting Cedartr~e 
··-1578 Ma06 H15 23[A L20 !stump Chopping stump, 300diamx800h, bolts, nails 
. --
1579 Ma06 H16 2416_ L20 household lt,_rthur Burnes_ll!ac~ self buill1993 1 vacated 12 months a_go and def1lolish 
1580 Ma06 S1 zs[A M20 !scatter Glass & ceramic fragments exposed by vehicle tracks 
1581l Ma06 S2 26[A L20 twell Filled well, 2000dlamx600d, no shoring visible 
Bulgandramine govt. settlerr1ent 1890s-1940s 413 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
1582 Ma07 iAA !settlement Bulaandramine govt settlement nr Peak Hill, 1890s-1940siwith Ray Keed 
1583 Ma07 H01 1 ~ E20 hut site Footing stumps, fireplace mound (drawn) 
1584 Ma07 H01 2C E20 knife Butcher's or kitchen knife blade, rusted 
1585 Ma07 H02 3A E20 hut site Footing stumps, fireplace mound, 2 timber le1!9_ths, 53m from i-:3 (drawQl 
1586 Ma07 H02 4A ~b grindstone Found on_g_round at hut site jrefer stone artefact list) 
1587 Ma07 H03 SA E20 hJt site Footing st~.;mps, fireplace mound, 18m from shed_(drawQl 
1588 Ma07 H03 6G E20 bed Bed iron (drawn) 
1589 Ma07 H03 7H E20 cot Cot ironjdrawrJl 
1590 Ma07 H03 80 E20 stove Cast iron stove, plate 775x610: Emu J. Juleff & Sons Ltd Redfern 
1591 Ma07 H03 9M E20 pit 1000diam, 400d, pass recent toilet pit 
1592 Ma07 H04 10 v.. E20 hut site 3 footing stumps, fireQiace mound, poorly_preserved, 35m from shed 
1593 Ma07 H05 11 v.. E20 hut sites Remembered location of family_humpies, cleared, Euc regrowth -----1594 Ma07 H06 12 ~ E20 !school Remembered Aboriginal school location 
1595 Ma07 H06 13 iJ E20 'planting Canary Island palm Sm diam spread ·-1596 Ma07 HJ6 14 ~. E20 ooting Cone block, jrregular, pass footii!Q., 300diamx6001 
1597 Ma07 H07 15 ~ E20 manager Manager's house site brick scatter approx sam diam, reel fr~: HOB 
1598 Ma07 HOB 16 ~ E20 household Bill Tawney & Aggie Reid, lived on common, too white tOJLO on mission 
1599 Ma07 H08 17 'A E20 [platform Indistinct hut_pjatform 
1600 Ma07 H08 18M E20 !oil toilet Shallow pit, pine Qosts 75diamx25001, cruciform head nails 
-~ 
1601 Ma07 501 19 K E20 !welt !Well dug by Archie Reid, sawn log sided partly filled I~ covered_(draw:·\ 
1602 Ma07 502 20 IJ E20 [planting Cedar tree, 10m diam ~read 
1603 Ma07 S03 21 !J E20 lofantino Pepper trees and briars 20m diam clum_Q_ 
1604 Ma07 lso4 22 IY E20 cemetery Children's mission cemetery, approx 20mx20m 1997 mesh fence enclosu 
1605 Ma07 S04 23IY E:ZO !grave Recent welded reo bac_grave enclosure. grave of Valda Keed's father's sis 
1606 Ma07 504 24IY REC !olaoue "Rowie Robinson Bom15.1 0.1919Died1921~e~rsRemembrii!Q.R.I.P" 
1607 Ma07 504 2s1Y E20 !grave ,Childs cot grave enclosure, rusted (photo) 
1608 Ma07 S04 2s1Y E20 memorial Recent, 1985 bush stone on white_painted concrete block 
1609 Ma07 505 27~ E20 lolaYQround h'he Cowl, mission children's PII!Y area 
1610 Ma07 S06 2BIJ E20 'plantinQ Lime lemon tree, approx 3m high 
1611 Ma07 506 29M E20 manager Pass toilet pit filled pit with cone fragments 
1612 Ma07 S07 30 ~ .. E20 manager Bulldozed cone, sui~Y.Jlart reo, broken brick 1IDgregate, floor, J)ath, steJ)s 
1613 Ma07 508 31 0 E20 ree scar ~rox 15001x300wx300h steel axe marks at toQ 
1614 Ma07 509 32 0 E20 ree scar Jriple scarred tree, each approx 1200ix400wx600h steel axe marks 
1615 Ma07 S10 33 rr E20 cemetery Adults mission cemetery, approx 1 dO'x120' 1985 wire fence enclosure 
1616 Ma07 S10 34 rr E20 grave Daffodil flower bulb bed, appJox 50ClDx2000 
1617 Ma07 510 35 rr REC memorial Recent. c1985, bush stone on while _12_ainted concrete block 
1618 Ma07 511 
' 
36 y E20 burial . Dead gum 1500diam, scar approx 2400ix900wx1 OOOd (refer story) 
1619 Ma07 511 371'( E20 burial Tree 345degN 38m from above, scar 17001x300Wx1000d, steel axe mark 
1620 Ma07 S12 -~3 iA E20 scatter 'olouqhed field exposing Qlass & ceramic frl;!g_ments to surface 
1621 Ma07 s12 39 R E20 vase Base sherd, porcelain, white: Bluebell ware made in Jl:!Q_an (drawn) 
1622 Ma07 512 40 c E20 lsugarbowl Lid sherd, moulded glass, clear (drawn) 
1623 M1!_Q.,7 512 41 R E20 vase Sherd E-ware navy blue, gold highlights (drawn) 
1624 Ma07 512 42 E E20 eacup_ Base sherd, white E-ware, manufacturer's mark(drawrl)_ 
1625 Ma07 512 43 c E20 plate Sherd, porcelain blue Willow pattern (drawn) 
1626 Ma07 512 44 T E20 button Sew-through button, white glass, 17diam, 4th (drawn) 
r1G27 Ma07 ls12 45 H E20 marble !Glass marble 16diam light opaque blue very_wom_(draw:rJl 
1628 Ma07 S12 46 ~ E20 knife Pass knife or farm Implement eQ sickle steell_drawQl 
Bulgandrmnine stone artefact scatter 414 
Site Art '!XEe Material L w T N C Comment Field11 
48 Ma8 AA !scatter 0 Bulgandramine Q.stones & 4sg_m sample 
49 Ma8 1 flake buff chert 6 14 2 nils 
50 Ma8 2 lake buff chert 13 8 1 nils 
51 Ma8 3 utilised fl. black chert 33 22 8 3 S 30% cortex, step fractured margin 
52 Ma8 4 flake red siltstone 30 22 8 2 S snapped 
53 MaB 5 lake buff chert 15 15 5 4 s snapped 
54 Ma8 6 lake grey chert 13 18 5 4 s 10% cortex 
55 Ma8 7 fl. piece grey chert 24 14 8 4 S 5% cortex 
56 Ma8 8 flake gr~chert 15 12 7 6 s 5% eortex, snapped 
57 Ma8 9 core milky quartz 18 14 6 4 s 
- 58 Ma8 10 flake milky quartz 16 12 5 4 s 
59 MaB 11 lake milky quartz 17 12 6 4 s 
60 Ma8 12 flake milky quartz 12 21 10 nils -
61 Ma8 13 core milky quartz 16 16 10 5 s 
62 Ma8 14 flake milkyguartz 12 15 5 2 s 
63 MaB 15 core milky quartz 25 20 10 2 S cracked rounded pebble, low grade 
64 Ma8 16 flake milky quartz 25 15 10 3 s ---
65 MaB 17 flake milky quartz 27 13 5 1 S 1 0% pebble cortex 
66 MaB 18 s11atter milky quartz 18 13 8 nils 
67 Ma8 19 flake milky quartz 12 12 3 nil s 140% gebble cortex 
68 MaB 20 flake milky quartz 8 13 3 2 s 
69 MaB 21 flake milky quartz 7 13 2 1 s 
70 Ma8 22 flake milky quartz 8 15 2 1 S 140% pBbble cortex 
71 Ma8 23 fl. piece milky quart?. 15 12 8 2 s 
72 Ma8 24 flake milky quartz 12 18 3 4 s 
73 Ma8 25 ftake milky quartz 18 11 6 4 s 
74 MaB 26 ftake milky quartz 18 10 5 4 s 
75 Ma8 27 ~ake milky guartz 13 13 6 2 S snapped 
76 Ma8 28 :Shatter milky quartz 13 12 6 nils 
77 Ma8 29 core milky quartz 16 13 10 4 S 50% pebble cn~ex 
78 Ma8 30 chip~ milky guartz 8 5 2 nils 
~. Ma8 31 chip milky quartz 9 5 1 nil s 5% pebble cortex 
80 Ma8 32 ~.piece milky quartz 12 7 6 nil S 140% pebble cortex 
- 8~ MaB 33 ~ake milky quartz 8 7 3 2 s 30% pebble cortex 
82 Ma8 34 chill milky quartz 12 5 2 nils 
83 MaS 35 flake milky quartz 12 8 3 3 S 20% pebble cortex 
84 Ma8 36 chip milky quartz 10 10 3 0 s 
85 MaS 37 chip milky quartz 12 8 4 nil s !snapped 
86 Ma8 38 [ake milky quartz 12 9 2 nilS 
87 Ma8 39 shatter milky quartz 13 7 4 nils 
88 Ma8 40 ~hlp milky quartz 10 10 5 nils 
89 Ma8 41 flake milky quartz 8 15 3 nils 
90 MaB 42 :Shatter milky quartz 15 8 8 nils 
91 Ma8 43 ~rindst9ne. bufLquart_zite 125 115 15 12 S broken, reworked, flaked mamin 
92 MaB 44 grindstone red quartzite 130 85 45 9 s !pitted both sides, flaked mamin 
93 Ma8 45 grindstone buff quartzite 135 160 24 15 S !smashed pitted both sides, flaked margin 
Bottom Hill camp households 1940s-1960s 
415 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
1629 Ma09 AA ~mp Bottom Hill cam_Q_ nr Peak Hill1940s-60s households Valda Keed 
1630 Ma09 H01 1 A. ~0 ~ousehold ~eome Robinson & Mary Damln 4 children 
1631 Ma09 koz 2A 20 ~ousehold IAones Reid (mother of George RJ_ & William Town~ 
1632 Ma09 Ho3 3A 20 ~ousehold Harold Keed & Kathleen Tawney _(sister of William Tl,_ 9 children 
1633 IMa09 H04 4A 20 !household Phoebe Keed (daughter of Harold K.) & Lionel Naden 
1634 IMa09 H05 SA 20 !household Perc_y_ Bamblett & Suzie Nolan 
1635 IMa09 1-roa 6A .20 !household Mervyn Townll}'_& Dot Kilby 
1636 IMa09 H07 11A 20 !household Emmie Tawney, mother Mary Wighton 2 da1!9_hters 1 son 1 grandson 
1637 1Mao9 HOB alA ~0 1ousehold Sobby Burnes & Wilma Hughes sons GeQ_rgje & "Bronco" Les 
1638 1Ma09 1-ros siA 20 lh~usehold !Alec Solomon & Dapple Reid 
1639 1Mao9 H10 10 lA ~0 !household Elizabeth Gray, 8 own children plus grandchildren 
1640 1Mao9 k11 11 lA ~0 Muse hold bid Ted Dargln wife 1 child 
1641 1Mao9 l;12 12 [A ~0 !household k:>ave Naden & Kate Towney, 2 children 
1642 1Mao9 1;13 13 [A ~0 1ousehold !Young Ted Dargln & Lila Dargin 1 child taken aw~ 
1643 1Mao9 H14 14~ 20 ~ousehold lst:lrting Dargin & Martha Martel 6 children incl 2 taken Lewis and Ll!!Y_ 
1644 
.iia09 H15 15~ 20 ~ausehold ~lanche Governor {nee WightonJ_,_ 3 children 
1645 Ma09 H16 16~ 20 ~ousehold !Gordon Mickey (son of Blanch G_l 
1646 Ma09 H17 17~ 20 ~ousehold ~imm_yDargin & Weenle _{from Q'lal1f!h 2 kids the only out of area Ab's 
1647 Ma09 H18 18 ~ 20 household rwanny"Arthur Reid & Bonny_ Reid 2 bo__ys 
1648 Ma09 H19 19~ 20 !household ~obby Reid & Dorothy Nolan 3 children 
1649 Ma09 1-rzo 20~ 20 !household MickllY West & Dulcie Nolan 2 bo_y_s 
1650 Ma09 l-121 21 ~ 20 !household !Archie Reid (father of Bobby RJ & Elsie Ward 4 children 
1651 IMa09 H22 22~ 20 ~ousehold 1-sonoy" Walter Murra" & Mary Nolan _ _illot Nolan's sister) 6 children 
1652 Ma09 Hz3 23~ 20 tlousehold leilly Cohen (son of Blanche G.'s slst~ & Maggie West 7 children 
1653 1Mao9 H24 24 lA L20 !household I-N anna• Reuben Bloomfield & "Goonga• Bloomfield (brothers) 
1654 1Mao9 H25 25 lA L20 ltousehold IA.rtv. Sam and Dicl(y Kilb_y__(brothers) 
1655 Ma09 Hz6 26 lA !..20 !household 1-Digger • Kill}y & Dulcie Kiib_y 
··-1656 iMao9 H27 211A !..20 !household llack Reid & Maudie Reid 6 children 
1657 IMa09 k2a 2a1A !..20 tlousehold tred Scarr(VI.'l 
1658 1Mao9 J-t2s 29~ !..20 tlousehold Urn FoOR, Chinese_gardener acflacent to mission taken in by Aborigines 
1659 1Mao9 H3o 30 lA !..20 !household IJimiT!i' fiYan & wife 4 children 
1660 IMa09 H31 31 lA !..20 llousehold a illy Gra_y & Florrie Stewart 
Bottom Hill camp hut dumps 1940s-1960s 
Site Loc Art Code Age Material Description 
1661 Ma10 M 1 l2o ~mp Bottom Hill camp 1940s-1960s hut dumps bulldozed Into heaps 
1662 Ma10 2H L20 ot b.ot iron cast iron fittings 10diam rod 12dlam pipe 
1663 IMa10 31 L20 ear b.ar door handle paint traces 
1664 IMa10 4IR 20 vase !Vase or ornamental bowl sherd, moulded Jl]ass, c1 citrine colour 
1665 1Ma10 SK ~0 bjlly ~orne-made fenclrJg wire billY_ handle 
1666 IMa10 6IH ~0 oy lsquashed lin of c1960s "S_Q_ace _plane" friction tqy, red _jl_alnt traces 
1667 1Ma10 718 ~0 ood can Peel back type can opener _poss fish or meat can 
1668 Ma10 ale ~0 ork icutlery fork heavily rusted 
1669 Ma10 9io ~ ~aucepan lsaucepan handle 0.5th pressed steel sheet lyQ_e 
1670 Ma10 10 IE .20 ~ollie !seer bottle base date stam_jl_ 1956 
1671 Ma10 11 lc L20 plate !Base sherd Blue Willow pattern dinner plate 
1672 Ma1C 121\1_ ~0 amp !Kerosene lamp wick ca_p, brass 
1673 IMa10 13 F ~0 lipstick .lpstick tube brass: Smart Girt 
1674 1Ma1CJ 14IY ~0 rnouthorga laoomeran_g brand moutho_man front_plate J1]ated metal heavi.!Y. corroded 
·-
